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both closed seasons to 
protect the spawning fi sh? 
Or are things okay as they are 
and should we continue with 
what we have?

I understand the need for fi sh to be 
given time to prepare for spawning, spawn 
and then recover, but on fi sheries where 
both trout and grayling live together it seems 
that angling carries on for one or another of  
these species without any major issues. With 
fi sh welfare being paramount to 99.9 per 
cent of  river anglers, should we let them, the 
riparian owners or the clubs that lease the 
fi shing rights determine when fi shing should 
stop? Or is the current system we have okay? 
Is it the spawning sites that need protecting? 
Will economic factors rule in the end with 
rivers remaining open all year round like 
many of  our commercial fi sheries?

There seem to be anglers who sit in both 
camps, and perhaps I’m sitting on the fence, 
but at the moment fl y fi shing continues in 
both closed seasons, without any major 
negative environmental or fi sh welfare 
concerns. Is it time to review this legislation? 
I’ ll let you decide!

Find us on 
Facebook!
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Finally, I’ve managed to wet a line 
on fl owing water after a shocking 
winter, where my river gear enjoyed 
the dry and warmth of  my garage. 

A nice trip on the lower reaches of  the River 
Dove saw me catch three good brownies, half  
a dozen stunning grayling and two small 
chub. I had a great day in glorious spring 
sunshine, where the fi rst few small olives 
were hatching, with the occasional fi sh 
rising and the birds going about their usual 
spring business. Sheer bliss. 

As I packed my gear away in the car a local 
dog walker asked what I’d been after and 
had I caught anything. “Three trout,” was 
my reply, as these were my intended target 
species at the start of  the new season. And 
this then made me wonder, not for the fi rst 
time, about the grayling, chub and other 
species I had caught out of  season on the fl y. 
The reverse could be said about the trout I 
have caught on the fl y out of  season while 
fi shing for grayling. Was I in the wrong? No-
one told these fi sh not to take my fl y because 
it was the closed season!

In all instances the fi sh were returned 
unharmed to the river they came from and 
were healthy and none the wiser for their 
experience. So I wondered, are the close 
seasons really still required on rivers? Would 
it have a major environmental impact if  an 
all-year open season was allowed? Should 
angling cease altogether on such rivers in 

lor
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Introducing the
Marigold lure – weird,

wacky or insane?
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The weird, the wacky
and the downright
insane. Sometimes
you need a little

of these to get by in life.
Evidently, though, it isn’t just
us that need it, it’s trout as
well.

I have some pretty weird
flies in my boxes that are
sometimes just what you
need to tempt a trout that
isn’t in a giving mood.

Over the last few months
editor Andy Taylor has
commented on some of my
more bizarre creations and
asked if they actually worked
or were just the creations of a
madman (bit of both really).

This signalled a challenge
for me to create some weird
or wonderful flies made from
bizarre materials to see if
they would work on some
unsuspecting trout!

Fantastic Frensham
Nestled deep in the Surrey
countryside is a beautiful set
of quiet lakes at Frensham
Trout Fishery. It has two
separate venues not far from
each other. The main one

WeirdOr
Wonderful?

Ben Bangham takes his new wacky patterns to Surrey’s
Frensham Lakes to see if the trout think they are weird

or wonderful…

comprises six lakes, all with
different characteristics. The
trout are strong and healthy
because there is a constant
flow of water through all the
lakes, and the owner, Richard
Twite, is a keen advocate of
letting nature do its bit. This
means there are plenty of
trees and bankside vegetation
to hold a huge larder for the
fish to gorge themselves on.

As a result, it is a fantastic
dry-fly water almost
throughout the year because
there is always something
around to drop on the water.

The other part of the
fishery is called Crystal Pools
and, as the name hints at, the
water is crystal clear in these
ponds, and the fish are big!
It is like an aquarium of big
rainbows and a smattering of
browns.

When you see the main
lake and stocking levels you
think that things will be
easy – they aren’t. These
lakes are available on a catch-
and-release ticket as well as
a catch and kill, so these big
fish have seen it all and are
well educated.

We decided to separate the
day into two parts. We started
on the main lakes to give the
flies a run through on a water
more akin to most fisheries.
Then we planned to take them
for a swim in the specimen
pools, where things might be
a bit trickier and more of a
test for the flies on some large
catch-and-release resident
fish.

As is normal for the
stillwaters I fish, out came
the Sage Bolt 9ft 5-wts with
matching reels, the perfect
small-water tools. I set one
up with a clear intermediate
line and a short 6ft leader of
8lb fluorocarbon, to which
the Marigold was tied.

The second rod was set
up with a floating line and
a bung to fish the other two
flies. I set the depth of this
to about four feet because
as I was setting up by the
lake I saw a trout cruising at
that depth.
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Time For A Wotsit
I was at the end of the lake
when setting up so that I
could see most of the water
and look for any signs of
fish. I caught sight of a few
moving fish in a hard to
reach corner of the lake,
which I kept my eye on
while fishing the
area where I had
tackled up.

I started with
the Wotsit,
casting it
around the
area to see if
I could catch.
I missed one
fairly quickly,
which I hooked
but couldn’t keep on.
I caught sight of a rainbow
coming into the area so I
flicked the Wotsit into its
path. Much like me, this trout
couldn’t resist a Wotsit and
the first fish of the day was

Well here is the crux of the
article in the form of the
three weird flies, the Wotsit,
Blood Chain and Marigold.
Catchy names I know, but
they describe what they are
pretty well, I think.

The Wotsit is a simple fly
that is made from one of
those modern dusters with
the bobbles on.The colour
that I tend to favour is the
hot orange. Each duster has
a hundred or so bits to tie
with, so they are great value.

It’s easy to tie. Get your
hook and bead ready and
then cut off a bobble and
slide it onto the hook, lash it
on and then put a small bit
of dubbing on the thorax –
job done.

The Blood Chain is the
easiest of the three to tie.
It’s made from plug chain in
red from B&Q. Cut off a good
length and then whip it onto
a grub-shaped hook with
pink Nymph-It. That’s it, very
simple and very effective.

The Marigold is my
favourite. Tie in a marabou
tail and then a Fritz body
leaving a gap at the front
of the fly to accommodate
the marigold part. To finish
the fly, cut off the tip of a
finger from a Marigold glove
(be careful of the wife) and
make a hole in the tip, push
it onto the front of the fly
yellow first. Then whip it in
by just catching it so that
it stays in position. Push it
so it inverts over the fly so
that you are left with a white
cone. On this cone I paint
two eyes with an oil marker
and that’s the fly finished.

Marigold magic. The
movement of this fly
in the water proved to
irresistible to both the
fresh stockies and
the big residents.

The Wotsit The Blood Chain
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Every cast was either a take or
a landed trout; they were loving
the Marigold! It was so easy that
it was losing some of its appeal.

soon being netted.
I wanted to carry on with

the early success so I took the
opportunity to get the Blood
Chain on. I carried on casting
around the swim without
much luck. All the time I saw
the odd sign of fish in the
hard to reach corner.

I said to myself: “One
more sign of a trout and
I will go over and fish the
area.”

Sure enough, less than a
minute later I was making
my way around to the
corner. There were trout
absolutely everywhere. I
started putting the Blood
Chain in front of several fish,
which elicited a large amount
of interest but without any
takes.

This continued for a while
until eventually one made

a mistake. This did surprise
me. Normally this fly has
produced the goods for me;
just not today.

There were still lots of
trout in the area and they
were pretty active as well. I

thought
that it

would
be a great

opportunity to
give the Marigold

a go. I love this lure, and
although it looks like nothing
on God’s green earth it really

I roll cast down the reeds,
letting it all settle for a bit,
and then retrieved. Well with
all the fish stacked up in this
corner, how could I fail?

I didn’t. Every cast was
either a take or a landed
trout; they were loving the
Marigold!

t

catches fish. The head makes
it wobble erratically on the
retrieve and this really seems
to get the trout’s attention.

On the first water the fish
were tight to a reed bed in
the corner. Due to the trees
and bushes around the peg
it meant an awkward roll
cast over my wrong shoulder.

To be honest, it was so easy
that we decided to move off
because it was losing some
of its appeal. We decided it
was time for the challenge of
the educated big fish of the
Crystal Pools.

Marigold Magic In The
Crystal Pools

I found the hour or so
we had on here very
interesting. As in the
other lakes, I started out
with the bung fishing
the Wotsit and the Blood
Chain to no avail.

First cast with a Wotsit
a good fish took but spat
it instantly and that was
it in terms of action for
this fly.

The Blood Chain fared
even worse, without
even getting a look,
so it was down to the
Marigold to see if this fly
could produce.

There were plenty of fish
on the downwind corner

– an ideal place to try
Ben’s new fly patterns.

As the fish were close in Ben kept a

low profile to avoid spooking them,

which would push them further out.

The Marigold
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Out went the fly, I let it sink
for a couple of seconds and
then started the retrieve and
the fish went crazy, four or
five trout following it one time
– what a sight! I frustratingly
missed a couple of fish
because they were hitting
it and spitting it so quickly
I simply couldn’t connect.
After about five minutes one
managed to hang itself, so
I was the proud owner of a
rather large rainbow that
fought like a runaway steam
train. It tore up and down the
pool for a good few minutes,
testing my tackle to the limits.

After this the action died.
The trout weren’t interested
at all in the fly. I decided
that I would wet a few of
my favourite lures to see if
they would elicit a response.
Well the trout were less than
complimentary to my lures,

showing no interest in them
at all.

I switched back to the
Marigold after a while and
immediately took a fish again,
which was amazing. As before,
they would then ignore it
until I fished other flies then
switched back. It seemed as
though they were forgetting
the fly after a while and
would then eat it again once
reintroduced.

I have caught fish on all the
flies over the last few months
and it was great to show Andy
how effective they can be.
Without a shadow of a doubt,
though, the star of the show
has been the Marigold. With
its seductive wobble it has
accounted for numerous trout
and will no doubt account for
many more in the near future!

Now where has the wife left
those Marigolds? TFF

Out went the fly, I let it sink for
a couple of seconds and then started
the retrieve and the fish went crazy,

four or five trout following it one
time – what a sight!

A move to the Crystal Pools
to target the big resident fish
resulted in some magnificent

hard-fighting rainbows.

Sometimes thinking outside
the box and using different

materials can pay off. Ben’s
weird lures certainly have!
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Come the month
of April the Irish
flyfisher’s window
just gets bigger

and bigger. At this stage of
the year we should have
already had some decent 
action on the loughs, but it
can be a different story on
the rivers because they take
that little bit longer to come 
to the fore. However, the
advent of the longer days
and a gradual increase in
temperatures (although this
can sometimes be just mere
hope) will see them come
into play.

Ireland has some fantastic 
river trouting and this
often gets forgotten about 
as our loughs take centre 
stage when it comes to wild
brown trout. There are 
some tremendous rivers in
Ireland, giving the angler 

ASuir
Thing

Tom ‘Doc’ Sullivan recalls the evening he
tackled the mighty River Suir and its tributaries

and came across one of its big resident
brownies…

a chance to catch some 
beautiful wild brown trout. 
From April onwards right
through the season they
offer premium fishing.

For lough fishing I have
been blessed in where I 
was born and raised and to
this day still abide. I have
over 70,000 acres of lough
trout fishing all within a
30-minute drive, so I have
grown up with the loughs.
However, I do love river trout
fishing; it is a different world
to the loughs but no less
beautiful and every bit as
challenging.

For me, though, it involves
a bit of travelling. The
majority of the better Irish
rivers are situated away from
the mountainous seaboard 
and concentrated more in
the flat vales and pastureland
of central Ireland.

Angling guide Andrew Ryan (left) and Tom
‘Doc’ Sullivan sample the wonderful brown
trout fishing that the River Suir has to offer.
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One of Ireland’s most
famous rivers, the Suir is
located in the southeast.
It rises in the Devil’s Bit
mountain in Tipperary and a
course of 115 miles brings it
to the sea at Waterford, but
not before it converges with
two other great Irish rivers,
the Nire and Barrow.

One of the most notable
features about it is not only
the fishing that the river itself
offers but also what is to be
had in some of the many
tributaries that join it on its
continual journey to the sea.

Over the last couple of
years I have been lucky
enough to have fished this
river in the company of
Andrew Ryan.Andrew owns
and operates the successful
Clonanav Fly Fishing guiding
operation and tackle store,
situated in the village of
Ballymacarbry just on
the Waterford side of the
county border with Tipperary.
Growing up beside the river,
he has been guiding here
for a good few years now. He
has fished further afield as
well and recounts with relish
the couple of seasons he
spent guiding in Argentina’s
Patagonia region.

He has his own stretches
of water on both the Suir
itself and the River Nire,
which are only minutes
away from his impressive
and well-stocked shop.
As I mentioned earlier,
the quality of some of the
tributaries are fantastic and
the rivers Nire and Tar, which
is also close by, are proof
of this.

There is a strict catch-
and-release policy on
Andrew’s stretches and there
is no doubt in my mind that
this has allowed the fish to
flourish and reach a much
bigger average size.
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Ticking All The Boxes
Think of all the major river
flies and the Suir will tick
all the boxes. All the olive
hatches are present; the
iron blue is a particular
favourite. Mayfly are there
and in certain areas they
are in good numbers; local
knowledge plays a big part
here. During the summer
months the hatches of sedge
are phenomenal and give the
fly angler some great top-of-
the-water action.

It is a good method when 
the river is running a bit
higher or has a bit of  a 
colour in it. Andrew has
successfully targeted the 
bigger fish on this method
and has accounted for plenty 
of fish in the 2lb to 4lb class.
His best trout on streamers
was a cracker of about 7lb.

Never To Be Forgotten
I’ve been fortunate enough
to have had a red-letter day
one evening on the Suir 
the season before last, with
regard to big trout. It was 
midsummer’s evening and I 
was there at a demonstration
event at Andrew’s shop, with

The vista was shattered by the
eruption of a mighty trout

leaping high into the air, furious
at having been deceived.

well-known anglers Stevie
Munn and Ian Gordon.

When the show was over
we decided to throw a line on
the Suir. When we arrived
there was a good fall of  olive
spinners dancing their way
down on to the river. The
water was high enough
because it had been a typical
Irish summer.

We had accounted for
only a couple of  small trout 
because they were strangely
quiet on what was a glorious

evening. Then at about
10pm it was as if  someone 
flicked a switch and the trout
awoke; fish started moving
everywhere. We were on our
way up to the flat glides at
the head of the pool when 
Andrew said he was away
after seeing a good fi sh move
in a channel in among the 
riffles. He said it was a good
trout and on that it rose 
again.

“He’s a couple of  pounds if  
not more,” he added. 

Black Bugger
Hook: Fulling Mill 32220, size 8 Thread: Black

Bead: Gold tungsten conehead Tail: Black
marabou and Pearl Mirror Flash Body: Black

Ice Dub Rib: Fine gold wire Hackle: Black cock
hackle

Fishing the open water of the Suir
can be very productive, especially if
you target either bank with your flies.

Flies For The Suir

Griffith’s Gnat
Hook: Fulling Mill 31180, size 16 Thread: Black
Tail: Pearl Crystal Flash Body: Natural peacock

herl Hackle: Grizzly cock hackle

Balloon Caddis
Hook: Fulling Mill 31550, size 16 Thread: Tan
Body: Tan Superfine Dubbing Hackle: Natural

CDC Wing: Natural elk over tan poly yarn Thorax:
Hare’s ear dubbing mix Balloon: Yellow booby

cord

On the last occasion I fished
the Nire there was a decent
hatch of pale olives and the
method that was working
was ‘klink and dink’ (New
Zealand-style). We were
fishing a size 16 Goldhead
Flashback Pheasant Tail
under a foam post Olive
Klinkhamer, which is great
for buoyancy. This style is
Andrew’s go-to method
for the river, giving him a
chance to see what the fish
are on. The fish were really
on the go for the nymph and
it accounted for 90 per cent
of the action. The takes were
subtle in the low water and
sharpness was required.

The Suir has a wonderful
reputation for big brownies.
Down through the years this
has always been the case.
You can target these fish with
streamer patterns, working
the fly down and across the
current and then searching
the bank below you. Erratic
retrieves are the order here,
short spurts followed by dead
drift and quick retrieve again.
The takes on this method can
be explosive as the fish hit the
fly with aplomb!
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I clambered down the bank 
with my 9ft 4-wt rod at the 
ready. On my descent he
rose one more time, about 
10 metres upstream of me. I 
took note of his position with
some adjacent vegetation on
the bank and covered him.
Three times I put the fly over
him with no response. I let it 
go then and really ought to
have waited inactive for him
to rise again; however, fish
started moving directly out 
from me so I decided to have

a cast at them. Thankfully
(in hindsight) none of them
looked at my fly.

Five minutes later, in the
exact same spot, up he rose
again, once then twice. I
steadied myself, gauged my
cast and landed my Para Dun
three or four metres ahead
of the spot. The anticipation
that you feel as you watch
your fly approach the spot
where you know there to be
a fish is mesmerising and,
as the fly passed over his lie

the black neb of his nose
appeared and intercepted my
size 16 V-Winged Mahogany.
I waited that half second or so
that you should always give a
bigger fish and tightened.

A Fish Of Pure Beauty
What happened next will
stay with me for the rest of
my days. As my rod buckled
I was looking westward over
the river into a crimson and
orange skyline truncated
with the silhouette of
the Knockmealdown
Mountains, behind which

There is a strict catch-
and-release policy on

the rivers under Andrew’s
control, which allows

these wild fish to grow on.

Flashback PTN Nymph
Hook: Fulling Mill 31510, size 16 Bead: Gold

tungsten bead Thread: Brown Tail: Coq de Leon
Body: Cock pheasant centre tail Rib: Fine copper
wire Thorax Cover: Medium Pearl Mylar Thorax:
Hare's ear dubbing mix Legs: Cock pheasant

centre tail

Olive Foam Klinkhamer
Hook: Fulling Mill 31160, size 14 Thread: Olive
Body and thorax: Olive Fine and Dry Dubbing

Hackle: Grizzly cock dyed olive Post: White foam
booby tube

Riffle Nymph
Hook: Fulling Mill 31530, size 12 Bead: Black

tungsten Thread: Brown Tail: Coq de Leon Body:
Hare's ear dubbing mix Rib: Fine gold oval tinsel

Thorax: Peacock Glister

All flies available from Fulling Mill

TACTICS

the sun had just sank on that
midsummer’s evening. Then
this vista was shattered by the
eruption of a mighty trout
leaping high into the air,
gyrating as he did so, furious
at having been deceived!

On the bank the guys who
were watching shouted and
one of them uttered: “That’s
more than 2lb!” A hectic
battle ensued as the fish
swam straight out midstream
into the main flow. I was
blessed with the fact that with
all the major snags the fish
didn’t venture towards them,
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Stevie Munn (left)
shares Tom’s fish

of a lifetime, a
huge brownie
pushing 9lb.

The River Nire is one
of the Suir’s tributaries

and offers a different
challenge. Stalking rising
fish in the shallow water
requires pinpoint casting
and a stealthy approach.

For fishing with Andrew
Ryan on the Suir or Nire,
contact:

Andrew Ryan
Clonanav Fly Fishing,
Ballymacarbry, Clonmel, Co
Waterford E91 XY44
T: + 353 52 6136765
E: andrew@flyfishingireland.
com
Web: www.flyfishingireland.
com

FACT FILE:
Tom ‘Doc’ Sullivan offers a
guiding service on loughs
Corrib, Mask and Carra.
Facebook: www.facebook.
com/tomdocsullivan
Website: www.tomdoc.com
E-mail: tomdocsullivan@
eircom.net

preferring to stay pumping
in midstream. After a battle
that lasted 15 minutes or
more the great fish finally
tired and I was able to draw

him nearer the bank. Stevie
slipped the net in under him
and I do think I let out a roar
of exultation.

The fish was a beauty;

unfortunately we didn’t have
scales on us to weigh him in
the net so we worked on the
estimations among us and
concurred that the trout was
about 8lb; lowest estimation

was 7lb, highest was 9lb.
The fish took a couple
of minutes to get its
breath back but as we
pointed him towards the
gloaming in the river
that evening, he gave
a sudden kick and was
back swimming again.

To me that was
probably my fish of a
lifetime; funny for a guy
like myself, who is steeped
in lough and lake fishing,
that this trout should
come from a river! TFF

Ireland’s Best River Fishing

Wild brown trout fishing on the rivers Suir, Nire &
Tar. Challenging dry fly and nymph fishing on our
private fisheries on 3 different rivers.

With over 30 years’ experience in catering for fly
anglers we offer an unrivalled experience.

• Guided and unguided fishing
• Fly fishing school
• Private beats
• Accommodation arranged
• Excellent local pubs

For more info - www.flyfishingireland.com
Tel + 052 6136765

TACTICS



Working with some of the industry’s leading chemists, we’ve developed our own line of tippet 
materials that offer significant advances in terms of break strength, knotting and abrasion resistance 
that we are proud to offer under the Airflo brand. All Airflo tippets come on an interlocking spool 
system that allows you to clip them together and each tippet has a colour coded band, printed with 
diameter and break strength for easy identification out on the water. 

Manufactured in Japan using the latest in double resin formula to create a stronger product for a 
given diameter. G5 is a fifth generation premium fluorocarbon that offers incredible durability and 
knot strength. 

Available in 30 yards for £9.99 or 110 yards for £24.99.

More AIRFLO Products

TEL: 0871 911 7045
Why not 
follow us on 
Facebook?

WWW.AIRFLO.CO.UK
GO WITH THE FLO.TM

Sightfree G4 Fluorocarbon 
from £7.99

Tactical Co-poly 
from £3.99

Sightfree Salt Fluorocarbon
just £9.99

RRP
FROM 
£9.99

SIGHTFREE 
G5 PREMIUM 
FLUOROCARBON 
FROM AIRFLO

NEW KIDS 
ON THE 
BLOCK

Sightfree G3 Fluorocarbon
from £9.99

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE

ORDER FROM GLASGOW ANGLING CENTRE
TEL 0141 212 8880 
WEB WWW.FISHINGMEGASTORE.COM
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DO YOU HAVE A STORY? E-mail us at andy.taylor@dhpub.co.ukNEWS

SPONSORED BY

The winner of the March issue's Greys GR70 Comp
Special Rod, GX900 reel and Platinum
floating fly line is Dennis Fagg
from Folkestone,
Kent. The winner has
been notified.

News
Qualifying to fish for your country
is the ultimate goal that most
competition anglers desire, but to
actually achieve it is, in reality, a
wee bit harder than simply buying
a ticket and winning the lottery.

In Wales, the qualifying system
demands not just one lucky day
in the boat, but consistently high
results from three out of the four
trials that you are required to
fish, in order to gain an aggregate
score good enough to place you
in the top 28 anglers who will
qualify for the following year’s
Loch Style International teams.

Last season, 2015, a little
bit of angling history was made
in Wales when well-known
lady angler Gayle Marsh, at
her first attempt, put together
three excellent scores to
become the first-ever lady
from the principality to qualify
and represent her country at
Senior Loch Style level in an

MAY 2016 Greys GR70 Comp Special Rod Competition

Fly Fishing On
The Stour
Shipston on Stour and District
Angling Club, in Warwickshire,
is holding an 'introduction to
fly fishing day' on its stretches
of the River Stour on May
14th.

The course is being run by
GAIA instructor Andy Grey and 
will cover casting and river
fishing techniques.

This section of the Stour
holds a large head of wild 
brown trout and has a good 
hatch of flies in season.
The cost of the day for non-
members is £70 and this
includes membership of the
fishing club.

Later in the year the club 
is holding its Fish ‘N’ Frolics 
festival over three days from
July 29th to 31st.

The festival is now in its 
fourth year, and its aim is
to get youngsters and new
anglers into the sport. Last
year there were five game
angling coaches led by Justin 
Connolly from Wales, all of
whom are coming back this
year.

For further information or to 
book on to these events e-mail
shipstonangling@gmail.com

Welsh Angling History

to many anglers as the official
photographer at the BFFI and the
Irish Fly Fair.

Apart from her ability with a
camera and fly rod, she is also
an excellent fly dresser and has
also pulled on the red jersey of
Wales on the rugby field. She
will be a member of the Welsh
team fishing the Autumn Senior
Loch-Style International on
Llandegfedd reservoir.

International.
Gayle, who is the senior

photographer on the South
Wales Evening Post and Swansea
Life Magazine, has in the past
represented her country in
numerous Ladies Internationals
and captained the team at Lough
Lein in 2009. Perhaps more at
home snapping politicians, heads
of business, sports, television and
film stars, she is likely best known

Wheeley Good At Draycote
A member of Draycote Fly Fishing Association is
attempting to raise the necessary funds to purchase
a wheeley boat, which would enable disabled anglers
in wheelchairs to enjoy the fine trout fishing available
on the 600 acres of Draycote Water.

The project began last year, when a member of
the association was unable to take his uncle, who
is confined to a wheelchair, out on the water for a
day’s fishing. At one time equipment was in place
to aid such a procedure, but this is no longer the
case. The club member contacted the Wheeley Boat
Trust, who help to provide specially built boats for
disabled anglers. Fisheries and fishing clubs raising
50 per cent of the boat’s cost can effectively reduce
the boat’s price to the same as a standard Coulam
16 boat.

In August 2015 a boat fishing competition raised
£800 towards the fund. Fishery Management (UK)
Ltd, which leases the Draycote Fishing rights, is

Gayle Marsh will fish for the Welsh
fly fishing team this autumn.

funding 50 per cent of the boat’s cost and the cost
of the engine.

The secretary of the DFFA is hoping to organise 
another competition for 2016. If any anglers or 
organisations are interested in supporting this 
worthy cause, then please contact Paul Farrell,
Draycote Fly Fishing Association, at paul.farrell@
unipart.com

funding 50 per cent of the boat’s cost and the cost
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The Field Studies Centre at Malham Tarn is
holding its fly fishing holiday courses again
this year. Students will learn the techniques
involved in stillwater and river fishing and also
learn about the life of trout and insects in
Malham Tarn and surrounding waters.

The courses will be held on the tarn,
which holds an excellent stock of genuinely
wild brown trout, and are aimed not only at
newcomers to fly fishing who wish to try the
sport but also at anglers who wish to extend
their skills and knowledge – some participants
return year after year!

The courses give the angler a broad view of
the fly fishing scene so that they may pursue
any facet later. It is hoped that the course will
enable the angler to fish more successfully;
however, there is no guarantee that you will

catch any trout on the tarn! The days will
largely be spent fishing, with a high degree of
individual casting instruction and help for those
new to fly fishing who need to acquire the
basic skills and techniques.

Angling guide Pete Scholes will be running
the courses, taking over from long-standing
tutor Steve Cheetham. Pete has a wealth of
knowledge gained over 30 years of fly fishing
on both rivers and stillwaters. This year, there
are just two courses scheduled: one over the
weekend of May 6th to 9th and a week course
from September 2nd to 9th, a prime time for
fishing the tarn.

For further details contact Sophie Wild on
01729 830331; e-mail sophie.mt@field-
studies-council.org or visit the website at www.
field-studies-council.org/malhamtarn

Yorkshire Fly
Fishing Courses

Angling Back On TV
Well-known angler and presenter Rob Hughes
has been signed up by BT Sport in a deal
that will see angling taken into the homes of
millions of viewers.

The broadcasting giant has thrown its
support behind a host of new angling shows
that will include both competition highlights
and a ‘Top Gear-style’ fun and entertaining
fishing show.

Hughes, angling promotion officer with
the Angling Trust, said: “I’m over the moon to
be working with BT Sport and all the brilliant
energy and creativity that comes with it. Our
sport is magnificent and we are one of the
leaders on the international competition
scene.

“Taking angling to a wider audience is
exactly what we need and showing the public
the fantastic benefits of angling is vitally
important to the future of our sport.”

The agreement will see 27 new
programmes being made for BT Sport,
including 15 event highlights shows to be
broadcast shortly after the event, and a
magazine-style series of 12 programmes
covering all disciplines of the sport, featuring
star guests, fun challenges and a look into
some of the conservation and environmental
benefits of angling.

The first of the competition highlights shows
will be broadcast in May, with the magazine
show airing in late autumn.

Malham Tarn will be hosting
two fly fishing courses.

Rob Hughes brings
angling to BT Sport.



ADVERTORIAL

Often wrongly referred
to as wind knots in the
leader, tailing loops are
a common problem

that affect many anglers as
they progress from beginner to
intermediate.

A tailing loop is where the top of
the fly line crosses the bottom of it
twice when casting, resulting in an
inefficient or failed cast, knots in
the leader and tangles in the line.

Causes
Tailing loops are caused by a
concave path or U-shaped dip of
the rod tip. The most common

Traumatised By
Tailing Loops?

GAIA instructor Paul Brown identifies the causes of the
dreaded tailing loop and highlights the tactics you can
employ to eliminate those casting knots and tangles!

causes are:
• Inappropriate application of
power – a concave rod tip path
can occur when applying too
much power too early in the cast,
creating a ‘power spike’.

• Casting stroke and rod arc are
too small – it’s important to match
the size of the casting stroke/arc
to the amount of flex in the rod to
maintain a straight-line path of the
rod tip.

• Creeping forward (or backward) –
creep can occur when we
subconsciously start moving the

rod tip in the opposite direction
too early, resulting in reducing
your casting stroke.

Cure
• Ensure the casting stroke and
arc are sufficient for the amount
of line being cast – think short
line, short stroke. With a longer
line, everything increases: arc,
power, pause and stroke.

• Start slow and concentrate
on accelerating smoothly
throughout the casting stroke
to a crisp, positive stop – think
smooooth!

To find an instructor in your area see page 97 or visit

The dreaded tailing loop, resulting in

the fly tangling up along the fly line

and wind knots in your leader.



Including:

• Sorting out that niggling casting fault

• Learn the correct techniques for fishing stillwaters, rivers and saltwater

• An opportunity for some fine-tuning before an upcoming trip

• Single and double-handed casting techniques

• Fly-dressing instruction

All full GAIA members hold
the Game Angling Instructors’
Certificate (GAIC) and some,
additionally, hold the higher
Advanced Professional Game
Angling Instructors’ Certificate
(APGAI).You can be assured that all
GAIA instructors have been tested
to a very high standard of technical
and practical knowledge, ensuring
you receive the finest quality
of tuition to make your fishing
experience more pleasurable, safe
and successful.

2016 Events Calendar
April 9th and 10th, Thoresby Country Fair
April 9th and 10th, Meon Springs,Hampshire,
Country Experience Show
April 15th to 17th, GAIAAssessors & Mentors
(External Verification Updates and CPPD),Bryn Howel
Hotel, Llangollen,NorthWales
April 22nd to 24th, Ireland National Meeting,
Foxford
May 1st and 2nd, Hampshire Country Fair
May 29th and 30th, Burghley Game & Country
Fair
June, Perth Game Fair
June 25th and 26th, Kent Game & Country Fair
July, Open Day,Holbury Lakes,Hampshire
July 29th to 31st, 2016 Game Fair, Ragley Hall,
Stratford-upon-Avon
October 1st and 2nd, Fly Fest 2016,The Rheged
Centre, Cumbria
August 4th to 7th, BBC Countryfile Live, Blenheim
Palace,Woodstock,Oxfordshire
August 13th, Chatton Open Day,Northumberland
August 27th to 29th, Cheshire Game & Country
Fair
September 10th, Romsey Show,Broadlands,
Hampshire
September 10th and 11th, Sandringham Game
& Country Fair
September 24th and 25th, Wiltshire Game &
Country Fair
September, CountrysideAlliance,Hampshire
Country Sports Day
October 1st and 2nd, Fly Fest 2016,The Rheged
Centre, Cumbria
October 16th, Uttoxeter Show 2016

Learn the techniques to increase your fishing success.
Whether you’re a beginner, improver or an experienced angler looking to learn new
techniques – we can help. The Game Angling Instructors’ Association (GAIA) has a
vast wealth of experience in all aspects of game angling, and with over 400 members
throughout the UK, Europe and the USA, we’re right on your doorstep.

Booking a lesson with one of our experienced GAIA instructors can save you
frustration and wasted time, and give you the knowledge to help you get the most out of
your fishing experience.

www.gameanglinginstructors.co.uk.

A smooth application of power

throughout the cast should eliminate

the problem of a tailing loop.
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TAKE A LOOK AT THE LATEST FLY-TYING MATERIALS AT WWW.VENIARD.COM

FLIES & FLY TYING

Flies For All Seasons

2

TT

The Mackay has been one of  my 
favourite fl y patterns for a few 
years, often producing the goods 
when I’ve been struggling with 

other fl ies. 
You may well ask what is it supposed 

to be! It does have a passing resemblance 
to a chironomid/buzzer, with the wing 
buds and breathers. It also looks quite like 
a fry or stickleback, but in all honesty I 
would class the Mackay as a lure pattern. 

However, saying that, I don’t 
fi sh it as a lure. It catches 90 

Is it a nymph or a lure? 
Fly tyer Richard Garbett 
introduces the Black 
Mackay, a variant of 
the original Mackay, 
which has bought early 
season success on his 
Shropshire stillwaters.

The Black Mackay

per cent of  my trout fi shed slowly with a 
varied fi gure-of-eight retrieve in the top 
two or three feet of  water.

The Mackay certainly has plenty going 
for it; its general ‘bugginess’ with its spiky 
fur body, hotspots with orange and white 
breathers and the movement and fl ash 
with the marabou and Krystal Flash tail.

The original pattern uses a natural 
hare’s fur-type body, but my favourite is 
the all-black version using black seal’s fur 
in the body and thorax area. 

Another great variant is tied with an 
olive marabou tail and a golden olive 
fur body, obviously a superb fl y to use 
when the trout are feeding on damselfl y 
nymphs, and we all know how much they 
enjoy those!

One particularly memorable day of  
the Black Mackay was when fi shing at 
Delbury Hall Trout Fishery in Shropshire. 
It was a warm early summer evening, 
the water was as clear as gin and there 
were fi sh showing all over the surface, 
seemingly gorging on buzzers just under 
the fi lm. I was confi dent in being able 

to persuade a few into taking buzzer 
patterns, such as Shipman’s, Shuttlecocks 
and Scruffy Buzzers.

Well, all these were tried to no avail; I 
simply couldn’t understand it. I retreated 
to the small lodge to make a cuppa and 
peruse the fl y box to see if  I could fi nd 
inspiration. I did contemplate ripping an 
Ace Of  Spades lure through them. It has 
worked in the past, but then I saw a couple 
of  Black Mackays tucked in the corner. 
Worth a try? Maybe?

I tied one on the cast (it’s a single-fl y-
only venue) and the result was instant. 
First cast and the fl y was taken on the 
drop, not even 12 inches down, then 
another and another. This carried on for 
over an hour, until takes slowed to a stop. 
Nevertheless, I’d caught 14 trout to this 
fl y when they had ignored everything else. 

Once I returned home there were 
another half-dozen tied up for the box, 
now that they’d proven their worth.

It has the benefi t of  being easy to tie, so 
it’s well worth getting a few knocked up 
for your own fl y boxes!
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The Black Mackay
Hook: Wet fl y, sizes 10 to 14 Thread: Black Tail: Black marabou with a couple of strands of Krystal 
Flash (pearl or olive) Rib: Fine gold oval tinsel or gold wire Body and thorax: Black seal’s fur, hare’s 

fur or squirrel body fur Wing buds: Orange fl oss, burnt orange or Glo-Brite orange
Thorax cover: Natural cock pheasant tail Breathers: White fl oss or yarn

Select a suitable wet fl y hook and start your 
thread taking it down the shank of the hook.

Strip off the fl uff from the base of a clump of 
black marabou and tie in as a tail. If it’s too 
long, tear to length with thumb and forefi nger.

For Best Results
Where: I like to use this on any stillwater, 
large or small, and although many anglers 
have success with it at any depth, I fi nd it 
better when fi sh are in the top three feet 
of water.

I think it would defi nitely be worth a 
punt, lightly leaded, as a streamer pattern 
on rivers too, searching out those better 
river browns.

When: The Black Mackay comes into its 
own as the water starts to warm up and 
fi sh are actively searching for buzzers in 
the upper layers, generally from March 
onwards. It’s certainly worth a go on the 
milder days earlier in the year.

How: For me, it’s best fi shed on a long 
leader on its own or as part of a team and 
would work anywhere on the cast. The point 
would be my preference, though. Fly-line 
choice would be a fl oater, midge tip or a 
very slow intermediate. I fi sh the fl y slowly 
with an erratic fi gure-of-eight to get the tail 
twitching enticingly. It does seem to take a 
lot of fi sh on the drop, so give it a while to 
sink and employ a slow draw on the line to 
bring it up again when using a fl oating line.

Tying Tips: Keep the marabou tail fairly 
short, just longer than the length of the 
hook is ample. Tie the marabou in and, 
with your thumb and fi nger, tear off the 
tips to get the required length. Never cut 
marabou with scissors, it looks awful! 

Tying in the breathers and wing buds 
is just a matter of tying in a loop of fl oss, 
allowing for an end each side, then cutting 
to length.

Use any fur for the body or thorax. My 
preference is seal’s fur because of its 
natural sheen, but hare’s fur or squirrel 
would be great alternatives.

Add a couple of strands of Krystal Flash each 
side of the tail and tie in your ribbing material.

Dub your chosen material to thread and wrap 
a slim fur body. Follow up with open turns of 
your gold wire rib.

Tie in your orange fl oss wing buds (you can cut 
these to length now or at the end) and a fairly 
generous bunch of cock pheasant tail fi bres.

Dub your thorax slightly looser than the body; 
try not to hide the wing buds, though.

Tie in your white fl oss or yarn for the breathers 
and fold the cock pheasant fi bres over the top 
as a thorax cover.

Whip fi nish, varnish the head and your Black 
Mackay is complete.

01 02

03 04
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Pictures by: Andrew Wallace
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STOPWATCH

Stopwatch
Challenge

We set Scottish international anglers Willie Leach and
Kevin Porteous the challenge of catching resident

rainbows from the Lake of Menteith, before the season
proper starts and the fresh stockies arrive…

Pre-Season Friendly
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Clearing out an area on a
large table both men set about
tying their three flies, with
Willie first into his stride with
a Dave Patterson pattern – a
good early season Orange &
White Booby and a successful
fly on the lake.

Next is a Fenton Cat Booby
– a Kieron Jenkins pattern
that has served Willie well in
the past – and a Miss Sally is
the next fly to target those fish
that might be feeding hard on
the lake’s nymphs.

Kevin ties a Jelly Cat Booby,
which has proven to be a
successful fly recently, then a
pink two-tone Booby called
the Frube, followed finally by
a Black Booby that has a good
silhouette.

Working as a team the guys
reckon that these patterns
should see them catch fish.

Both men set up their rods and load up the boat for the off
after fishery manager Douglas Fraser has given the engines the
once-over.

Willie takes the tiller and they set off to the cages, where
there is deeper water and shelter from the cool, westerly wind.
For the time of year things are looking good, as conditions are
almost springlike.

Taking the boat to the top of Gateside Bay, Willie feels it will
give them a better opportunity of hooking some resident fish.
Kevin is in full agreement and adds that the deeper water at the
cages will see fewer temperature fluctuations, which the fish
would like. The area tends to generally hold plenty of fish, so it’s
always a good starting point.

Sheltered by the higher banks and trees it is almost flat calm,
and the water at the cages area is very clear for the time of year,
allowing the fish time to see the lures at distance.

Willie is on an Airflo Di5 Sweep with a two-Booby cast – six
feet from the line to the first then another six feet to the point.
This means he can slow things down and cover depths without
snagging the bottom.

Kevin, on the other hand, has set up a fast glass line with a
Black Booby on the dropper and the pink Frube on the point.
He is trying higher in the water than Willie, so both men can
work together to determine the depths where the fish are
holding.

How many anglers would give their
eye teeth for a crack at a fishery all
to themselves, prior to the season
opening and the fresh stock fish

arriving? Well, the Lake of Menteith, Scotland’s
premier trout fishery, has offered Total FlyFisher
the unique opportunity for two Stopwatch
challengers to try and catch the water’s
resident rainbows that have survived from the
previous season.

As we pull up in the large, empty car park all
the boats have been hauled out of the water
and upturned for essential maintenance, while
several large fishery nets can be seen strewn
across the ground, almost filling the parking
area. With no fishing going on there are no
fishing reports or catch returns to help our
challengers, and despite their vast experience,

tasking these two anglers to boldly go where
no angler has gone before and hunt down the
elusive overwintered rainbows could be like
asking them to look for a needle in a haystack.

Willie Leach, of Falkirk, is an international
angler with a wealth of experience on the lake
as a team captain, manager and member of
the successful Change Fly Fishers team, while
his boat partner for the day is Kevin Porteous
of Thurso, also an international angler, who
has brought some of his latest FNF Jelly tying
material to the table in their quest.

Both men are opting to wait and see what
conditions are like before tying some early
season patterns. Looking out from the fishery
workshop, conditions for the time of year are
very good, although the water temperature is a
mere 4ºC.
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Willie Leach is first to the vice,

with boobies his line of attack.
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Very quickly Willie is getting
offers, before eventually
his rod bends over with a
rainbow of around 3lb that
has taken the Orange &
White Booby point fly. The
fish is netted and quickly
returned.

After several more offers
it’s obvious that the fish

are deeper down, so
Kevin opts to go on
the Airflo 40+ Di

5. Half an hour or
so later the wind
switches round
to the north and

a nice ripple
appears.
Even the
sun is trying
to break
through,
offering a
little hope
to the
proceedings.

After getting 100 yards or
so out into open water they
turn and head back to the
start of the drift. Taking the
boat close into the bank on
the edge of the weed bed,
Willie drops a healthy looking
fish, again on the Orange
& White Booby. It’s fairly
obvious there are fish in this
area but coaxing them out is
another matter.

As they skirt the edge of
the weed bed Kevin’s rod
bends double and both
anglers know it is a big fish.
It’s holding deep and Kevin

Dave Patterson’s
Orange & White

Booby
Hook: Fulling Mill Short Shank,
size 8 Eyes: 5mm white Booby

eyes Wing and tail: White
marabou Body: Safety orange

Micro Jelly Fritz

KJ Fenton Cat
Hook: Fulling Mill Short Shank,
size 8 Eyes: 6mm yellow Booby
eyes Tail: Black rabbit strip with

orange neon strips below
Body: Safety Orange and Atomic

Yellow Jelly Fritz

Willie’s in first with a nice
long, lean rainbow on the

orange and white Booby…

… then Kevin hooks
into something a
bit special!

You beauty!
Kevin with his
stunning 10lb
8oz rainbow,
caught on the
Frube.

can only hold on as the boat
is turned round in circles
several times. Willie shouts
over that it could be a double.
The first sighting we have is
of the spade-like tail breaking
the surface, and it looks BIG!

Kevin is shaking now as
he yells over to us: “It’s my
biggest Menteith fish ever!”
The leviathan rainbow
eventually comes to the
surface where Willie nets it
and quickly weighs it at 10lb
8oz. It is estimated to have
been in the lake for several
years.



After another 40 minutes at
the cages it seems that things
have gone quiet, so they move
a further 70 yards along the
bank.

Both men are now settling
down to a slow figure-of-eight
retrieve, counting down the
depths. There is nothing
moving but you can sense
that fish are nearby in the
deeper water. It’s now a case of
winkling them out, as Willie
fishes the channel while Kevin
searches the reeds.

A flat calm sits on the
water; hopefully this is not
the kiss of death after such an
encouraging start. Kevin is
fishing the Jelly Cat Booby on
the dropper and pink Frube on
the point.

Both anglers are fishing
sinking lines and although
there are fish here they have to
move or risk getting caught up
in the thick weed.

With both anglers sitting on
two apiece it goes quiet and a
move is on the cards. Moving
down to the burn mouth
about 50 yards off the bank,
both anglers fish the area
without success.

Upping sticks, a move to the
gap between Inchmahome
Island and the Butts is the
next location to try, where
Willie sets the drogue for
a long drift. Many good
fish have been landed on
this drift, which is heading
towards the hotel.

However, the wind starts
to pick up and because they
are now out in open water
they both have to start
pulling to keep up with the
lines. They give it a good
20 minutes without any
success before turning the
corner into the Chicken Leg
for a quick drift in shallow
water, again with no takes.

As they skirt the edge of the weed bed Kevin’s rod
bends double and both anglers know it is a big fish.

Willie shouts over that it could be a double.
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Frube
Hook: Fulling Mill Short Shank, size

8 Eyes: 6mm yellow Booby eyes
Tail: Shocking pink marabou

Body: Marshmallow shocking pink/
marshmallow Jelly Fritz

The pair motor to deeper
water at the rear of the cages
and Kevin is soon in again on
the pink Frube. It’s not a big
fish in comparison to his first
one but it still puts up a spirited
fight.

Willie sees a fish rising in the
shallows and covers it but it
shows no interest. It rises again
and this time it strikes with
venom, and Willie is into a very
feisty rainbow around 3lb in
weight and in mint condition.

It has taken the pink Booby
yet again, and this seems to be
the in colour for these resident
fish.

Black Booby
Hook: Kamasan B175, size 10
Eyes: Black 5mm Booby eyes
Wing and tail: Black marabou
Body: Black medium crystal
hackle with red holo flashes

Miss Sally
Hook: Kamasan B175, size 10
Eyes: 6mm yellow Booby eyes
Tail: Olive marabou Body: Olive
and gold dubbing with mirage

back Rib: Ultra wire, chartreuse
Hackle: Olive Hen

Jelly Cat Booby
Hook: Kamasan B175, size 10
Eyes: White 5mm Booby eyes
Wing and tail: White marabou
Body: Micro Jelly Hulk Fritz and

Micro Jelly FL Red Fritz
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Summing up in the lodge, Kevin and Willie feel the fish were
generally holding quite deep, and they’d wanted to explore the
water between four and eight feet down. They knew that in
the middle of winter the trout would not be predating heavily
on hatches, so decided to use lures to catch.

The FNF Jelly proved to be higly effective on the fish that had
been in the lake since last season. In winter the fish will hold
out in the areas that suit them, and on this occasion it was the
cages.

It could be that the fish stocked last season had made their
way back to where they were kept, or was it just that the
temperature suited them better in the deeper water? Whatever
the reasons, a large concentration of fish have remained in
that area and they’ve overwintered well.

Our two anglers beat the challenge we set and now look
forward to returning to the lake once the gates open properly
for the 2016 season.

The wind is whipping up
now and temperatures have
dropped, so Willie and Kevin
make for Hotel Bay to finish.
After 20 minutes it is time
to call it a day and make for
shore.

TFF

Willie grabs the bull by the
horns and makes for the
Gravel Pit on the road shore.
Even after setting the drogue
they are drifting quickly from
deep water into the shallows.
Expectations are running
high as last season big blues
were being caught in this
area and hopefully one or two
may still be here. Just as they
near the end of the drift Kevin
strikes and misses a good fish
on the Jelly Cat Booby.

Heading 200 yards out
they make another run at the
Gravel Pit but unfortunately
nothing takes.

Both Willie and Kevin beat the
Stopwatch Challenge, with
Menteith showing its ability to
overwinter some great rainbows.

SEASONS

CE
LEBRATING5050
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TEL: 0871 911 7045
Why not 
follow us on 
Facebook?

WWW.AIRFLO.CO.UK
GO WITH THE FLO.TM

Extreme distance, high line speed and super tight loops are all achievable with our 
new Rocket fly rods. 
Our aptly named Rocket has a powerful mid to tip action and is manufactured with 
our unique torsion control system and beautifully balanced 4 piece construction. 
You’ll soon be rocketing your casts into orbit! 
Each rod comes with a high quality Cordura protective tube.
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ROCKET RODS  
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SUPER DRI FLYLINE 
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Claret Bits
A simple, but ever so effective dry.
This is my number-one dry fly for
the big waters. It seems to catch
fish everywhere I go from June

until October. I like to fish it on the
point or the top dropper on a two
or three-fly cast. Sometimes in a
wave I will pull the fly back with

great results.
I will also clip the underneath of
the hackle if the fish boil around

the fly without taking, so the fly sits
lower in the water. The scruffier the

body the better for this pattern;
it seems to catch more once the
seal’s fur has been picked out.

Hook: Anglian Water All Purpose
Medium, sizes 10 or 12

Thread: Red 8/0 Uni thread
Butt: Medium red Holographic

Body: Claret seal’s fur
Hackle: Honey cock

FLIES & FLY TYING

Flies Of
Editor Andy Taylor opens his fly boxes and

shares the patterns that have served him well
on ‘big waters’ over the last few seasons.

Flat Daddy
Another dry that has done the
business for me on big waters

such as Chew, Rutland, Draycote
and Blithfield. This fly is a real end
of season dry, coming into its own
from August onwards. Last season

it accounted for some quality
resident fish from Draycote when
those around were struggling for

a take.
The Daddy sits right in the surface
film and this I feel is the reason

why it is so successful. I like to fish
two of these flies on a 14ft-plus
leader. The fly also works well
pulled through a good wave.

Hook: Anglian Water All Purpose
Medium, sizes 10 or 12

Thread: Red 6/0 Uni thread
Back and tail: Tan foam –
Hobbycraft Body: Hare’s fur
Rib: Fine Pearl Holographic

Legs: Six knotted pheasant tail
fibres Hackle: Red Game

Olive Crisp Packet
Buzzer

This is my number-one buzzer
pattern for Draycote, which has
taken its fair share of trout from
May onwards. In recent years the
fish I’ve spooned here have had

lots of small olive buzzers in them
along with one or two big ‘size 10’
buzzers. This fly was tied to stand
out among the small naturals and
to try and be a close copy for the

big buzzers I’d seen.
I like to fish this fly on a floating

line or midge-tip as part of a
four-fly cast – three buzzers and
a Booby on the point. From the

boat I like to fish this fly across the
wind, keeping in touch with flies.A
static or a very slow figure-of-eight
retrieve works best. This fly helped
me win the Severn Trent England

qualifier at Draycote two years ago.

Hook: Anglian Water Competition
Heavy Weight, sizes 10 or 12
Thread: Golden Olive Spyder

thread – Semperfli Body: Pale olive
and yellow Flexi-Floss pulled tight
and wound Cheeks: Walkers or

Doritos crisp packet
Breathers: White wool

Finished with three coats of Sally
Hansen Hard As Nails

Midlands
Cormorant

Cormorants have become part
of my armoury on the Midlands

reservoirs over the past two
seasons. The more I fish them, the

more confidence I have in their
ability to catch both recent stock
fish and those that have been in
a while. The Midlands Cormorant
has been a great early season
fly fished on the top or middle

dropper on my cast at Rutland and
Blithfield in particular.

Hook: Anglian Water Competition
Heavy Weight, sizes 10 or 12
Thread: Black 8/0 Uni Thread

Body: Veniards Black UV Straggle
standard Cheeks: Fluoro

chartreuse goose biots – Flybox
Wing: Black marabou
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Shipman’s Buzzer
Dave Shipman really did create a 

winner here! When confronted with 
surface-sipping trout, on waters 
large or small, the Shipman’s 
Buzzer will be tied on in total 

confi dence. Treat it with fl oatant if 
you must, but I prefer to rely on a 

well-teased seal’s fur body to keep 
it where it belongs – in the fi lm. 

My top colours have been ginger, 
black, claret, or tied with a scruffy 

hare’s body.

Hook: Kamasan B400, sizes 12 
to 18

Thread: 8/0 UNI Thread colour to 
match seal’s fur Breathers:  White 
Poly yarn, Aerowing, CDC or foam 

Rib: Opal mirage tinsel 
Body: Seal’s fur (many choices of 

colour)

FLIES & FLY TYING

Flies Of
Fly-tying ace Richard Garbett shares his most 

successful stillwater fl ies of the last 12 months.

Copper Damsel
This is usually the fi rst fl y that I put 
on the cast on the small stillwaters 
I fi sh when the fi sh aren’t obviously 

feeding on the surface. 
The Copper Damsel is simply a 
great searching pattern that will 
cover the depths. I fi sh it along 
the margins and around weed 

beds, but it will take fi sh in open 
water. I like to fi sh it with a rapid, 

erratic fi gure-of-eight retrieve to get 
that highly mobile tail swimming 

enticingly.

Hook: Barbless Wet Fly, sizes 8 to 
14 Bead: 3mm copper 

Thread: 8/0 UNI Thread olive 
Tail: Olive marabou with a few 
strands of copper Krystal Flash 

Rib: Copper wire Body: Marabou 
twisted and wound Hackle: English 
partridge dyed olive Collar: Olive 

Microfl ash

Bibio
Without a doubt my most 

successful large-stillwater fl y. 
Although it can be fi shed in any 

position on the cast, I, like others, 
tend to use it on the top dropper. 

The fl y is easily seen by trout when 
drawn in and under the waves.

The winning colour combination is 
supposed to represent the heather 
fl y. However, this fl y will take you 

fi sh consistently at any time of year 
when they are looking upwards for 

food.

Hook: Hanak H200BL, size 12 or 
14 Thread: 8/0 UNI Thread black 
Rib: Oval silver tinsel Body: Seal’s 

fur black/red/black Palmer 
hackle: Black cock Collar 

(optional): Natural black hen

Silver Invicta
What a superb little pattern this is. 
This is my favourite middle dropper 
fl y on the larger stillwaters and it’s 
also had its turn on the point on 

occasion. 
I’ve caught many more fi sh on this 
than the standard version of the 
Invicta. It’s thought to represent 

sedges, corixae and coarse-fi sh fry 
– whatever the trout take it for, they 

seem to love it!

Hook: Kamasan B130, sizes 8 
to 14

Thread: 8/0 UNI Thread brown/
black or orange Tail: Golden 

pheasant crest feather 
Body: Silver tinsel Rib: Silver wire 

Palmer hackle: Ginger/brown cock
Beard hackle: Jay blues 

Wing: Hen pheasant secondary or 
centre tail
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The Anglers Lodge, Jubilee Lakes,
near Darlington DL2 2UH

Just off the A68 between the Rivers Tees & Wear and en route
to the Tyne & Scottish Borders (signposted Jubilee Lakes)

VISIT THE NEW
ANGLERS LODGE
ONLINE SHOP
One of the best fly tackle and tying shops
in the country, online and in store.

QUALITY PRODUCTS
SECURE CHECKOUT
LOW SHIPPING RATES

Visit our website now for
all your fly fishing needs.
www.anglers-lodge.co.uk 

Airflo Czech
Nymph Outfit
WAS £184.97
NOW £124.99
inc free UK delivery.
Save £60

Greys GTS700 Fly Reel
Plus 2 Spare Spools - £99.99

FREE Airflo Ridge Impact Intermediate
Tip Line with each reel purchased

plus free postage.
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Premier 
Patterns

May is the month the fi sh start to look up for their food. Fulling 
Mill’s Kieron Jenkins brings us three top fl ies for those fi sh 

that are searching the upper layers…

ANGLER PROFILE:
Kieron Jenkins has been fl y fi shing on rivers and lakes 
for more than 15 years, focusing on competition 
angling throughout the height of the fi shing season. His 
angling record is the envy of most, competing at every 
level for Wales, with his most prestigious achievement 
being a fourth place at World youth level.

ssssss

FLIES & FLY TYINGPICTURES BY ANDREW WALLACE
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FLIES & FLY TYING

Grannom are sometimes considered a 
curse by many; you hear anglers saying 
there are large numbers of  fl y around, 
but nothing is rising. It’s often said that 
the fi sh don’t eat the adult grannom 
(much the same as the yellow Mayfl ies) 
but in my experience, trout absolutely 
LOVE them! 

What I’ve noticed when there’s a 
hatch of  grannom is that at the very 
beginning of  the hatch the fi sh gorge 
themselves on both the pupa/emerger 
and the odd adult. Fishing a duo can be 
very effective early on in the hatch, with 
a Caddis Pupa-type pattern fi shed below 
a Sedge. As the hatch progresses and 
fewer pupae make their way through 
the water column, the fi sh switch to the 
adult. 

Hatches of  grannom are quite often 
short but can be absolutely biblical in 
numbers, and if  you hit the hatch at the 
end once the fi sh have gorged it can be 
nigh-on impossible to tempt a rise. 

Anyway, if  you do happen to 
experience a hatch of  grannom this 
CDC Sedge imitation has been my top 
pattern for quite a number of  years. The 
proportions are accurate and the colour 
is almost bang on for an adult grannom. 

Mayfl y time is one that gets many 
anglers excited; the two to three week 
season through the month of  May can 
produce some spectacular fi shing on 
both the rivers and lakes of  the UK and, 
if  possible, is a fi shing opportunity not to 
be missed!

The River Usk in south Wales is 
renowned for its very good mayfl y hatch 
and is where I fi rst experienced fi shing 
for trout feeding on Ephemeroptera. The 
long slow glides of  the Mardy beat are 
home to some outstanding brown trout, 
and this particular pattern has been 
extremely successful in tempting them 
out of  their watery depths.

One thing I love about mayfl y time is 
the fact that when the fi sh are on them 
no fl y can be ‘too big’, and this pattern 
is a great example of  that. At over two 
inches in length, the fl y is considered 
colossal in my books for a dry fl y, but is 
extremely effective in dragging the fi sh 
up when the fi sh aren’t quite on the 
feed, as well as picking off  rising fi sh 
when they’re feeding hard.

Tied with spun deer hair for the wing 

Foam Mayfly
Hook: Tiemco 2487 Barbless Grub Hook, size 10 Thread: Olive Uni Thread 8/0 Tail: Bucktail/
pale yellow detached foam Body 1: Pale yellow foam wrapped Wing: Dunn coastal deer hair 

Legs: Cream coastal deer hair Thorax: Cream dubbing Markings: Black permanent pen

Points to note when tying this fl y:

1) Use a curved hook to tie this Foam 
Mayfl y. The shape of the hook helps sit 
the fl y perfectly on the water as, more 
often than not, when tied on a straight 
hook the fl y will sit in its side. 

2) Cover any tying thread on the body by 
wrapping strips of foam over the top – 
this keeps the colour scheme consistent 
and gives some strength and buoyancy 
to the fl y.

3*) Use deer hair for the wing and legs 
instead of a hackle. A hackle will force 
the fl y to spin, ruining your leaders 
in time. The deer hair gives a more 
streamlined pattern.

and legs, this fl y has the perfect solid 
silhouette, and being so big it doesn’t 
tend to spin as much as it would if  it 
were tied with a hackle. As much as 
I prefer to use this pattern on a river, 
it also lends itself  to being pulled on 
reservoirs.



Points to note when tying this fl y:

1) Use the offcuts of your CDC feathers to 
create the dubbing. Simply cut the fi bres 
(excluding the stalk) into 2mm to 3mm 
lengths – put the dubbing into a tub and 
mix together. It’s quite hard to dub, but a 
little wax on the thread can work wonders 
– the colour the natural CDC feather gives 
is almost identical to the original fl y.

2*) Grannom have an odd-shaped wing, 
almost like a large teardrop – I tend to 
extend one CDC feather in the wing so it 
protrudes further than the other two to 
create this shape.

3) Remove the tip of a partridge feather 
to create a ‘V’ shape – simply tie in the 
tips of the partridge feather in front of 
the wing to create small, speckled legs. 
As much as the colour doesn’t make a 
difference, the short, stubby legs give a 
great footprint on the water. 

FLIES & FLY TYING
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KJ Pulling Hopper
Hook: Fulling Mill Competition Heavyweight, size 10 or 12 Thread: Black Uni thread 8/0 

Rib: Medium black holographic Body: Black seal’s fur Legs: Six, black knotted pheasant tail
Hackle: Genetic black hen Cheeks: Split jungle cock Thorax: Hends Spectra No45

The Grannom
Hook: Fulling Mill Ultimate Dry, sizes 14 or 

16 Thread: Veevus Brown 16/0
Butt: Apple green superfi ne dubbing
Body: CDC dubbing Wing: Three CDC 

feathers Legs: Partridge tips
Thorax: CDC dubbing Horns: Two partridge 

feathers
With the weather starting to warm up 
the buzzer hatches are becoming more 
and more prolifi c in our reservoirs and 
the trout are becoming more active in 
the upper layers of  the water. Standard 
buzzers tied with superglue/epoxy/Bug-
Bond are often too heavy, so patterns 
tied with seal’s fur or other dubbing can 
be very effective. 

When fi shing the washing line and 
covering rising fi sh, I prefer to use 
Pulling Hoppers on the droppers as 
opposed to anything else. I fi nd you can 
control the depth of  the fl ies easily as 
Pulling Hoppers can be ginked to fi sh 
dry on the surface for a few seconds, 
then fi shed slowly subsurface. What 
I fi nd with Diawl Bachs or other slim 
patterns is that they sink too deep 
throughout the length of  the cast, and 
can become snagged in newly grown 

weed.
Tied in a range of  colours from 

amber to black you won’t fi nd my pond 
or reservoir boxes without this pattern.  

Points to note when tying this fl y:

1) Add some glister to the head of the 
fl y – this will create the illusion of an 
emerging buzzer when sunk. 

2*) Tie the legs of the fl y on the top of 
the hook – this will help stabilise the fl y 
and reduce twist. If the fl y is to fi sh on the 
surface as a dry fl y, I prefer to tie them on 
the bottom to stop the hook/fl y cutting 
through the surface.

3) If you don’t have any jungle cock, use 
goose biots instead. They come in a great 
range of colours and you can create some 
great patterns with brightly dyed biots.



What you need to do: It’s simply a case of 
sending in your question for our experts to answer or your 
tips and advice for us to print and we’ll take it from there.

Please include your full address details and ensure that we 
have a daytime telephone number so that we can reach you 
if we need to clarify any details.

AskThePanel

Write to: Ask The Panel, Total FlyFisher, DHP Ltd, 1 Whittle Close, Drayton 
Fields, Daventry, Northants NN11 8RQ
E-mail: andy.taylor@dhpub.co.uk. Please remember to leave your full name, 
address and telephone number.

METHODS - FLY TYING - TACKLE - APPROACH - CASTING

Get your fl y fi shing questions answered each month 
by our panel of  expert anglers, or even send in your 
own tips and advice for other readers.
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ASK THE PANEL

Steve Cullen Answers
To answer this properly, I’d need to 
write a very large tome! 

Okay, I’m guessing that what you’re 
actually asking is, what feathers 
should be used in terms of hackles.

Now, the actual variety of hackles 
that are now available to hobbyist 
fl y tyers is pretty much infi nite, from 
super-stiff genetic cock hackles to 
super-soft water fowl feathers.

It all depends on what it is you’re 
tying and exactly what you’re trying to 
achieve with your chosen fl y pattern.

Most dry-fl y patterns, given their 
nature to fl oat on the surface, 
tend to utilise the stiff cock hackle 
feather, whereas wet fl ies, that are 
pulled through the water, call for a 
softer hen feather. This soft feather 
will collapse slightly, giving the fl y 
movement and also that lifelike feel. 

We have been able, through years 
of selective breeding, to get beautiful 
genetic hackles that are of similar 
length and indeed barb length, which 
we can utilise to tie fl ies down to size 
20s and below with ease. 

Genetic capes, however, are 
pricey, anything from £20 to over 
£100. These birds are treated like 

supermodels – they live the good life, 
and we pay for it when it comes to 
their coveted feathers.

At the other end of the scale we 
have cheap Chinese capes. These 
are the feathers from lesser birds 
and can be picked up for a few quid, 
natural or dyed in any colour you 
want. 

These capes tend to be small, and 
the feathers vary greatly in sizes. At 
the base of feather they will be wide 
and then they taper off to narrow 
points at the tips, so there’s less 
room to work with when tying dry 
fl ies. But these feathers are great for 
use on palmered wet fl ies, nymph 
hackles, Crunchers, Damsels, Sedge 
Pupa and pulling buzzers. They can 
also be used as tails in most fl y 
patterns.

Capes have more variation in 
length but fewer feathers; saddles 
are more regimented and you get 
far more feathers – capes are from 
the back of the head and down the 
neck and saddles are from the back 
of the bird.

Could the panel please give guidance and take some of  the mystery out of  
the various feather selections available (the choice of  capes, etc) for use in 
fl y tying. Are there defi nite no-nos or is it anything goes?
Lawrence Gray, Andover, Hampshire

Which Feathers? 

Phil Ratcliffe is the Game 
Anglers Instructors Association 
(GAIA) standards and practice 
offi cer and has been teaching 
fl y casting for many years,

Simon Robinson is one of the UK’s most 
gifted young anglers, at ease on any 
water. He’s represented his country on 
stillwaters, rivers and loch-style.  

Steve is Wychwood Game’s brand 
manager. His background is in fi shing the 
Tweed and Teviot for grayling and trout. 
He also likes targeting grown-on reservoir 
fi sh.



ASK THE PANEL
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The Prizes
Wychwood is offering some great prizes for 
those questions answered each month by 
our experts. 

For the Wychwood Winner star question 
Wychwood is giving away a Truefl y 10ft 
7-wt fl y rod and Truefl y 7/8-wt fl y reel.

And if that wasn’t enough there is also 

a Kill Kit  – comprising a cast-aluminium 
Portable Priest and Diet Spoon – for each 
of the other questions printed.

I assumed switch rods and switch lines 
were for salmon fi shing, but recent reading 
has left me unsure and I can’t make out if  I 
should get one.

My favoured rod at the moment is the 
Orvis Helios 2 (9ft #5) because of  its tip 
action and its lightness, and I use this for 90 
per cent of  my fi shing, which is some river, 
but mainly small waters and reservoirs. 

However being a fi sherman for about 15 
years I am always looking to improve, and 
wonder if  one of  these switch rods could 
be any good for me. I have almost given up 
on ever catching a salmon, so most of  my 
fi shing is for trout. 

Could you please describe the pros and 
cons of  a switch rod over a conventional 
single-handed rod?
David Barker, Derbyshire

Phil Ratcliffe Answers
Fishing for trout on our rivers and stillwaters 
wouldn’t really warrant a switch setup.  The 

Switch rods are ideal for 
some applications, but not all.

PROS CONS
Longer lever, easy to change from single to 
double handed as conditions change. They are not training rods for Spey casting.

Ideal for heavier fl ies. Not for delicate dry-fl y work.

Good for covering more water. They are not single-handed rods with a lower 
handle.

Provide the length for nymphing. Can be very tiring (if used for nymphing).
Ideal for saltwater in estuaries and along 
beaches.

Will need dedicated time and instruction on 
use of the double-handed element if required. 

They can outcast single-handed rods, although 
the right line needs to be selected (shooting 
head, Skagit, Scandi or a long-bellied Spey line).

Good understanding of Spey casting required. 

outfi ts you currently have are just fi ne for a 
variety of methods. If, however, you turn your 
hand to salmon the switch rod will provide a 
better alternative to a single-handed rod. If 
you’re fi shing more reservoirs you may want 
to opt for a 10ft #6/#7 single-handed rod.

Switch rods are a cross between a 
single-handed fl y rod and a two-handed 
Spey rod, originally developed for a versatile 
approach to salmon and steelhead fi shing 
in the States, allowing the angler to be more 
effective when ‘swinging’ larger fl ies and used 
for indicator and high-stick nymphing for the 
steelhead.

They are usually between 10 and 12 feet 
long, ranging from #4 through #9 depending 
on your target species. My own choice is the 
Sage Method 11ft 9in #7 with the Rio Switch 
Chucker, ideal for a sea-trout session or trips 
up to the smaller salmon rivers of Scotland. 

The switch rod has numerous pros and cons, 
which is a dedicated subject in itself. The table 
below may help to explain them.

All the casts and techniques you require 
for stillwater, reservoir and trout fi shing on our 
rivers can be easily achieved with a single-
handed rod. 

I’d also advise that you look into professional 
instruction to tweak your existing setups and 
casting. This may be all that’s required; a 
completely new switch setup and a rod that is 
potentially alien to you will not improve on what 
you are doing already. 

‘Switch’ Rod Should I Use?
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Simon Robinson Answers
Buzzers form a major part of the trout’s diet 
at various times of the year, and as a result 
fi shing imitations should certainly be part of 
every stillwater angler’s range of techniques. 
Sometimes the fi sh lock onto the naturals at 
the exclusion of everything else and imitating 
them correctly will signifi cantly outfi sh all other 
methods on most lakes. I suggest you invest 
some time in learning the method so that you 
can take advantage when the time comes.

To gain confi dence you need to understand 
the basics, set up correctly and, fi nally… catch 
some fi sh! To do this, choose a day suitable 
for the method and experiment until you fi nd 
the correct setup for the day; this will give you 
confi dence to do the same on other days when 
the usual lures are not working. 

Buzzers work throughout the year; however, I 
fi nd the best conditions are mild, cloudy days 
with a light ripple. Spring and early summer 
are usually the best time to fi sh buzzers, so you 
should have the opportunity right now!

Firstly, let’s look at the patterns. Buzzers do 
not need to be complicated, so stick with black 
in colder weather and olive and brown in the 

warmer summer months. Sizes do vary but on 
small waters I tend to use sizes 12 to 16 and 
on larger lakes and reservoirs sizes 10 to 12 
are usually all that is required.

Secondly, the correct setups to fi sh buzzers 
fall into two categories: fi shing via a straight 
line or under an indicator. My favourite is to 
straight-line buzzers. To do this you should fi sh 
a fl oating line with two or three buzzers, using 
a leader around 15 feet long with either one 
or two droppers. I prefer fl uorocarbon around 
0.18mm to 0.20mm diameter, with Fulling Mill 
fl uorocarbon in 4lb to 5lb being my fi rst choice. 

With this method it is best to select a 
location to fi sh that suits it. If I had to pick the 
perfect spot it would be a gentle crosswind over 
an area of the lake around seven to 10 feet 
deep. The crosswind allows you to let the fl ies 
drift with the breeze while maintaining contact, 
and shallower areas tend to have the most 
abundant naturals for the fi sh to feed on.

When fi shing buzzers the retrieve is often 
where most anglers go wrong. It is usually best 
to fi sh buzzers as close to static as possible 
and just let the wind do the work. Buzzers do 
sometimes work on a faster retrieve, but this 

I feel is more about keeping the fl ies high in 
the water than actually imitating the naturals 
correctly, so stick with the slowest of slow 
retrieves. If you feel you are getting too deep 
try fi shing a buoyant fl y such as a suspender 
buzzer or foam Daddy on the point with one or 
two buzzers on droppers.

If you are not successful with the straight 
line approach try fi shing with an indicator. This 
allows the buzzers to be presented at a set 
depth and can be deadly! It also be a highly 
imitative way of presenting buzzers, which can 
often fool highly educated fi sh. You can fi sh 
the buzzers static or with an occasional twitch 
and I fi nd that the indicator method can be 
more effective in a fl at calm when buzzers on a 
straight line simply sink thorough the water and 
below the fi sh.

I hope buzzers work for you, they certainly will 
if you are prepared give the method time. They 
can account for some magnifi cent, naturally 
feeding resident fi sh and the takes can be 
electric!

I have been fl y fi shing for a number of  years and I can’t say I am not 
successful. At my local lake I don’t think I have ever had a blank day, 
but some days I know I should be catching a lot more fi sh. I tend to 
stick to the fl ies I trust, even when I know that a change of  tactics 
would produce more fi sh. 

For example, I have no confi dence fi shing buzzers. I see anglers 
around using buzzers and they are nailing fi sh regularly. I set up my 
cast with maybe three buzzers but I never make a hook-up on them. 
I’m fairly sure I am fi shing them correctly but have no success.

I have tried buzzers on my fl oating, intermediate and sinking lines 
but to no avail. I have tried numerous combinations of  colours and 

sizes. Frustration builds as the anglers to my left and right, all fi shing 
buzzers, are connecting with fi sh after fi sh. I have showed my setup 
to them and they can’t see anything wrong with it. So then I assume 
it is my tactic – am I fi shing them too fast? I just leave them static 
and let the ripple move them, yet still nothing! So at this point I whip 
the buzzers off  and go back to the trusted old setup with fl ies I know I 
am confi dent in.

I would like to add buzzers to my arsenal. Should I go to the lake 
with the intention of  fi shing only buzzers for the day and persevere 
with the method?
Michael Fogarty, Co Waterford, Ireland

Baffl ing Buzzers 
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There’s something
about buzzer
fishing that gets my
fly fishing juices

flowing. Perhaps it’s because
it coincides with that feel-
good factor of spring: the
dark, wet winter has gone
and the days are beginning
to lengthen and get warmer.
A new trout fishing season is
in front of us and the hope of
rising fish on warm overcast
days with gentle ripples
potentially awaits.

Or maybe it’s the take; that
arm-wrenching draw that
sees the line peel off the water
as you lift into the fish while

EarlySeason
TFF editor Andy Taylor’s early season buzzer tactics have

served him well over the last few years, and he shares them
with us on a recent spring outing to Danebridge Fishery…

slowly figure-of-eighting a
team of slim buzzers back.

Buzzer fishing also provides
the opportunity to connect
with some of the resident
small-water fish – those that
were introduced the previous
autumn that have seen the
wide variety of lures we have
thrown at them all winter and
have now wised up and homed
in on the natural food sources
within the lakes they inhabit.

Reading The Water
Early season buzzer fishing
(April into early May) for me
is focused on fishing at depth.
Water temperature and food

sources will dictate where the
fish are likely to be. Yes there
will be fish in the first few feet
of water and some will rise in
the warmest part of the day,
around lunchtime, but the
greatest concentration of fish
will still be at depth.

On my local small waters,
which tend to be between
six and eight feet deep, the
fish will tend to be holding
between three to six feet down,
and with those cold starts we
can still get at this time of year
you can also expect them to
be hugging the bottom. There
will also be that migration to
the shallower parts of the lake

during the day; water that will
obviously warm up quicker in
the spring sunshine, waking
up the buzzers and bringing
the trout onto feed.

My target areas are
therefore the known shallow
spots of the fishery and
the upwind bank, where
potentially the water will be
slightly warmer.

Slim Them Down
With hatches of buzzers not
peaking on many small waters
until well into May, the flies
I use for early season buzzer
work tend to be slightly larger
than those I use in the late

PHOTOGRAPHS BY PETER BRYAN
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spring. These early buzzer
patterns are mainly tied on
size 12 hooks with 10s used
in certain instances, usually
for the point fly to anchor
the cast down. Later in the
spring my patterns will move
to size 14s and 16s to keep the
flies high in the water and to
target those fish that will by
then have seen a vast array of
flashy, bigger buzzers.

From an early age I was
taught that my buzzer
patterns must be slim, not
heavily dressed. Fishing with
small-water buzzer experts
Mark Sheppard and Lyn
Powell brought this home,

watching them catch huge
bags of fish on their slim
imitations – Mark with his
thread buzzers and Lyn
with his Bugger-All Buzzers.
Spooning the fish back then
revealed how slim the natural
actually was and that fat,
heavily dressed flies weren’t
required. The beauty about
tying these slim buzzers is that
they are easy and quick to tie,
and I’m not one for spending
hours behind the vice!

Natural, Or Buzzers With
Colour?
My early season buzzers tend
to fall into two categories.

… or employ the slowest of figure
of eight retrieves. Slow to static
is best.

On some days all you need to
do is allow the ripple to carry
your buzzers round…

Applying an upwind ‘mend’ in
the line will allow the buzzers to
sink a little deeper.

Firstly, the naturals. With the
resident fish having spent
most of the winter and early
spring grubbing about for
bloodworm, shrimps and
hoglouse my cast will have
buzzer patterns that resemble
these food sources. A Red
Hook Bloodworm is certainly
one of my favourites to coax
those bloodworm feeders and
is usually my point fly, along
with two Cove’s Pheasant
Tails on the droppers to cover
the hoglouse and shrimp
feeders, along with the sparse
early season buzzer hatches.

It’s not uncommon to find
a mix of food inside early



season fish as they make the
change to buzzers in midwater
after grubbing around on
the bottom, so I have found
having generic buzzer-type
patterns that cover both
instances has worked. These
patterns I fish straight-lining
with three flies on a 12 to
14ft fluorocarbon cast, with
the slowest of retrieves I can
employ – not easy when
there is a cold easterly wind
blowing! I will also fish them
under the indicator.

On the other side of the coin
I’ve found thread buzzers tied
using the traditional winter
lure colours also work. Black
and chartreuse, white and
chartreuse, and pink are three
colour variations that work
well not only for winter lures
but also for buzzers at the start
of the season.

Again, something I learnt
in my early days was to try
and incorporate a change
of colour within a pattern
to act as a target for the fish
to home in on. Black and
chartreuse for me over the last
few seasons has been a deadly
colour combination for my
early buzzer work. These flies I
tend to fish under an indicator

or as part of a straight-line
nymphing setup.

On its day indicator fishing
can be deadly and a very
effective way of presenting
buzzers. I tend to use CDC
bungs with these flies rather
than the usual foam creations
so I can see any delicate takes
– I suppose the same as a pole
angler using a small pole float
for presenting a small bait as
opposed to using a pike bung!

Delightful Danebridge
Danebridge Fishery is situated
in the beautiful village of
Wincle on the outskirts of
Macclesfield and is run by
Lorne Chadwick and his
family. It’s been over 20 years
since I last visited the water,
on an evening session in late
spring where I remember
catching a few hard-fighting
rainbows on buzzers.

Danebridge has a fish farm
onsite, and the advantage for
fisheries like this is that they
can stock on a regular basis,
which is ideal for the visiting
angler.

A beautiful spring day
greeted us along with a cool
easterly wind, but a bacon
sarnie and cup of coffee in the
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Flies For The Natural Approach

Red Hook Buzzer
Hook: Charles Jardine Grayling/Bug Red Hook, size 10 Body: Red
Uni thread Rib: Medium Holographic Finish: Three coats of Sally

Hansen Hard As Nails

CDC Indicator
Hook: Anglian Water Down Eye Dry, size 10 Thread: Red Uni thread

Tail: Natural CDC Body: CDC dubbed between the wings
Wings: Three wings of natural CDC – four to five feathers within

each wing (use as much CDC as you can!)

Cove’s Pheasant Tail Variant
Hook: Super Heavy Grub, size 12 Thread: Red Uni thread Body:
Cock pheasant centre tail fibres dyed olive Rib: Fine copper wire

Thorax: Mix of natural hare’s fur and Pearl SLF Thorax cover: Cock
pheasant tail fibres dyed olive Finish: Three coats of Sally Hansen

Hard As Nails

Start in the margins first and then
slowly lengthen your cast to cover
all the water in front of you.
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lodge soon had me ready to
give my buzzers a go.

I set up two rods, as I pretty
much always do for my small-
water fishing. The first was a
9ft 6-wt Greys GR30 with a
floating line – this was to be
my indicator rod. I attached an
8ft leader of 6lb fluorocarbon
to my fly line, leaving a long
tag at the loop for attaching
my CDC indicator. Then,
using the butt ring to the end
of the rod as a guide for the
space between my droppers
(about two-and-a-half feet)
I tied in two droppers, one at
about two-and-a-half and
the other at five feet. This
would allow me to fish close
in with my naturals, so on
the point went the Red Hook
and on the middle the Cove’s
Pheasant Tail variant with
the CDC indicator attached to
the tag I left at the loop on the
fly line. The two buzzers were
therefore fishing at eight and
five-and-a-half feet.

The second rod was a 9ft 6in
6-wt Greys GR50. Attached
to the floating line went a 14ft

Flies With Colour

Chartreuse Bead Black Buzzer
Hook: Super Heavy Grub, size 10 Bead: 3mm chartreuse bead

Body and thorax: Black Uni thread Rib: Fine Pearl Mylar
Finish: Three coats of Sally Hansen Hard As Nails

Chartreuse And Black Buzzer
Hook: Super Heavy Grub, size 12 Body and thorax: Black Uni
thread Rib: Fine Pearl Mylar Collar: Fluoro Chartreuse Ultra
thread Finish: Three coats of Sally Hansen Hard As Nails

Chartreuse And White Buzzer
Hook: Super Heavy Grub, size 12 Body and thorax: White Uni

thread Rib: Fine Pearl Mylar Collar: Fluoro Chartreuse Ultra thread
Finish: Three coats of Sally Hansen Hard As Nails

leader of 6lb fluorocarbon,
tying in my top dropper at
seven feet and the second just
past 10 feet. The aim here was
to fish the flies at depth. On the
point I tied a black buzzer with
a chartreuse bead, mainly to
anchor the flies down; in the
middle a black and chartreuse
buzzer and on the top dropper
the white and chartreuse.
After a quick chat with Lorne
and the regulars I made my
way to the top end of the pool
to fish the flat water out of the
wind against the far reed bed.

Start In The Margins
I started close in with the
naturals on the indicator
rod, keeping low so as not to
spook any of those fish in the
margins. The indicator allows
you to fish the flies static,
especially in flat water, which
is a method that can be deadly
for buzzer-feeding trout.

Over the next 20 minutes
I extended my cast to cover
water further out, applying an
upwind mend in the fly line to
stop the flies from drifting too

H

Use the rod as a guide for spacing your droppers:

butt ring to the handle works well for me!
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quickly. With no movement of
the indicator I decided to swap
to the other rod. I cast out
the straight-line buzzer setup
and slowly figure-of-eighted
the flies back, covering all
the water in front without so
much as a pull – time to move!

I wound my line in and
headed to the platform in the
reed bed. Just as I was making
my way round, the angler
that I’d been fishing next to
bent into a rainbow – Sod’s
law! I fished on the weed bed
platform for 30 minutes or
so without a take… time for
another move.

Straight-Line Success
Lunch was calling so I decided
to have a few casts outside
the lodge on the downwind
bank. Here the water seemed

shallower and so I opted for
the team of straight-lined
buzzers. I cast a short line
across the wind, applied an
upwind mend and very slowly
figure-of-eighted the flies back.

First cast, the line tightened
and Danebridge rainbow
number one was on, the black
and chartreuse buzzer firmly
in its mouth! I then took two
more rainbows in the next two
casts, again with the slowest

20 minutes fish number five
was making his way to my
net. This time the chartreuse
beaded buzzer was his fly of
choice. Not to be defeated, in
my final move I returned to
the platform in the reed bed,
where fish number six took
a liking to the point fly, again
on a very slow retrieve. It was
time to pack up and head back
home over the border into
Staffordshire.

Today the fish preferred
buzzers with some colour in
them, as opposed to the more
generic natural patterns. They
also wanted the flies at depth,
on a slow retrieve, in the
middle part of the day. Having
two rods set up with two
different approaches does help.

Perhaps tomorrow they will
prefer the naturals?

of retrieves possible and these
fish taking the same fly. Time
for lunch.

It was clear the cold start
to the day had put the fish off
and by midday they were keen
to feed. A quick sandwich
followed by a cast off the
opposite bank resulted in a
great-looking fish, which had
been in the lake for some time.

I headed back to the top
end of the lake and within TFF

Once the day warmed up
the fish came on, with the

key time around lunch.

FACT FILE:
Danebridge Fisheries
Ltd
Danebridge,Wincle, Macclesfield
SK11 0QE
Contact: 01260 227293
E-mail: info@danebridgefisheries.
com
www.danebridgefisheries.com

Success in the shallows.
Find the shallower, warmer
water in spring and you
are likely to find the fish!
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With the miserable winter coupled with
appalling river conditions well and
truly a distant memory, our thoughts
turn to spring and summer.

The heavy tungsten artillery of the past makes way
for lighter nymph patterns during these months. We
as anglers are creatures of habit and although we like
to ring in the changes to new-fangled methods and

flies, do we really change that often?
With the trout on our rivers now looking up for their

next feast, our tactics need to change. Low, skinny
water suggests a refined French leader setup with two
lightly weighted nymphs.You spot a rise, it’s time to
match the hatch and it’s on with the dry and possibly
the favoured Large Dark Olive pattern. We’ve all been
in this situation, where our go-to fly setup is engrained

SpidersOn
TheSevern
GAIA instructor and guide Phil Ratcliffe shares his flies and tactics
for Spider fishing on the upper reaches of the UK’s longest river, a

stretch he has fished with his father for over 30 years…
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Spiders cover and represent every insect, but are
not really a true representation of any particular fly.

upper Severn – the Partridge
& Orange, Partridge & Yellow,
Snipe & Purple, Waterhen
Bloa, Little Dark Watchet, KJ
Olive & Gold and the Black
Spider to name but a few.

The Waterhen Bloa and
Partridge & Orange I find can
be fished from early spring
to autumn as conditions
dictate, as they represent the
olives and spinners, while
the Partridge & Orange and
Little Dark Watchet are very
productive from May to July
during Iron Blue dun hatches.

There are dozens of
very useful Spider patterns
covering the whole range
of flies that the trout and
grayling feed on. Fishing them
is best suited to rivers where
you can find fast-flowing runs
or runs with sufficient current
to carry your fly downstream

at a fairly fast rate. This type of
water obviously carries more
oxygen and is best suited to the
trout.

Many stretches on the upper
Severn fall into this category.
They are generally fished in the
upper water columns but can,
if required, be fished deeper to
suit the run.

Techniques on fishing them
can be narrowed down to three
recognised methods, as follows:
downstream and across, across
and down, and upstream as
you would fish the dry fly.

Down And Across
This method is probably the
simplest: standing at the top
of the run, cast your team
of flies at about 45 degrees
downstream. The length of
line very much depends on the
size of river you’re fishing and
the likely looking run you’re
targeting. The upper reaches of
the Severn can be covered with
ease with 15 to 20 feet of fly
line out.

Once you have cast out at
the desired angle, the flow of
the river will swing the flies
across the current and bring
them towards the bank, at
which point you will hold
them on the dangle. Here you
can impart some movement
into the flies by pulling the
rod back towards you in short

in our psyche; it’s tried and
tested and has caught us fish.

But what else do we have
in our armoury? When was
the last time your go-to flies
were North Country Spider
patterns? These Spiders,
which are essentially wet
flies, seem less fashionable
nowadays on our rivers. They
are, however, one of the most
productive patterns to have
in the box and I have known
them to prevent that almost
inevitable blank on the
cruellest of days.

There is no better place
to put theory into practice
than the upper reaches of the
Severn. I have fished this part
of the river system for over
30 years, and my dad first
waded it in the early 1970s
when the wet fly and Spiders
were all the rage. The river
rises at an altitude of over
2,000 feet on Plynlimon,
close to the Ceredigion/Powys
border near Llanidloes, in
the Cambrian Mountains
of Mid Wales and meanders
peacefully through the Welsh
countryside. In places you
find it hard to believe that
you are actually fishing the
longest river in the United
Kingdom, at about 220 miles.

Those Go-To Patterns
When guiding, I get asked a

lot what the Spider patterns
represent. First off they are
extremely productive during
the various hatches and
generally cover and represent
every insect, but are not really
a true representation of any
particular fly. They enable
the angler to cover all bases
– large dark olives, Iron Blue
duns, pale watery olives and
many more.

The North Country Spiders,
or soft-hackled flies as they
are sometimes referred to, are
some of the original Spider
patterns described by T E Pritt
in 1895 when he was the
angling editor of the Yorkshire
Post, although earlier versions
under different names could
have been used.

There are numerous
patterns I like to use and have
been very productive on the

Shallow runs are ideal
areas to fish your Spiders.

A short tapered leader and
fine tippet will help with
turnover and presentation.

FACT FILE:
Phil Ratcliffe Fly Fishing (GAIA/
IFFF)
E-mail: philflyfishing@aol.co.uk
www.philratcliffeflyfishing.co.uk

River Severn
Caersws AA
www.caerswsanglingassociation.
com
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strokes and releasing, exactly
as you would when fishing for
salmon and trying to induce a
take on the dangle.

Don’t be too hasty in
repeating the process, let the
flies hang and you can retrieve
slowly two or three feet of line
with a figure of eight or short
pulls. It is important that you
cover new water, so be on
the move, taking a few steps
downstream each time.

Repeating this process
through the run and
anticipating a take from
a trout in the faster, more
oxygenated water, or even a
grayling as the flies come to
rest just off the main current.
Takes can be aggressive and
generally expected as they
track across the mid-current
or are left on the dangle at
the end of the run. In my
opinion the flies are fishing
unnaturally, even though a
few upstream mends can be
used to reduce this. It’s one
that can attract the attention
of smaller fish, and you can
at times be plagued by salmon
parr.

Across And Down
This method allows the flies
to fish more naturally on the
dead drift for a longer period.
The method for me is far more
controlled and again with a
team of flies on a leader of
around 12 to 16 feet. You
must be comfortable with
your setup, and tying on
too many droppers if you’re
not used to them could spell
disaster.

I tend to position my body
more square to the opposite
bank, put my cast slightly
upstream and across, and
then put in an upstream
mend. This will enable your
flies to fish more naturally
with the current. For a better
presentation of the flies I will
lift my rod high at an angle,
keeping control of the line as it
works its way down. This will
prevent the current taking
the line too quickly through
the run you are fishing and

1Position your body square to the opposite
bank, cast across and lift the rod to avoid drag.

2Apply a short
upstream

mend in the line
early on again to
help avoid drag.

1Use about 20 feet of fly line and
make a short cast upstream.

2Apply a controlled reach mend
to prevent ‘lining’ feeding fish

and to avoid early drag.

Upstream

Across And
Down

2Apply a mend in the line as the flies
move down, to avoid drag.

1Position your body at
45 degrees and cast

your flies downstream.

Down And
Across
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4As the flies swing into the near bank retrieve them back before
recasting.

3Turn your
body and

follow the flies
down, watching
the line for takes.

3As the
Spiders

come back
towards you,
control your line
by raising the rod
and retrieving
the line back to
avoid drag.

4Keep in touch with your
flies, watching the line

for takes before stepping
upstream to cover fresh water.

3As the flies swing into the bank hold them on ‘the dangle’. You
can impart some movement in them by moving the rod back

and forth. 4Retrieve the flies back before taking a few steps downstream to
cover new water.
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ultimately reverting to a down
and across method.

The section of line hanging
on the water will also act as
an indicator if a fish takes; you
could even put in a section
of indicator mono tippet
for better bite indication.
Takes can be aggressive or
very subtle, but watching
any unnatural movement
of the fly line on the water
can enable you to detect the
slightest of takes. Retrieving
the line is also important,
either using a figure of eight
or short pulls, ensuring you
are keeping in contact with
your flies at all times.

You can, as I do, change the
point fly for a slightly weighted
Spider or even a nymph if
you prefer. This tactic can
be adopted when you are
searching the quicker or
deeper runs. It is essential that
you try and keep the flies dead
drifting for as long as possible,
so a small mend upstream as
it tracks its way downstream
is key.

Upstream
Fishing the North Country
Spider upstream is the
traditional approach. A short
line from 15 to 20 feet out of
the rod can be used, enough
to enable you to cast towards
your chosen target – ideally
to fish that are spotted on
the feed either on the surface
or sub-surface. A short
line is cast upstream and a
controlled reach mend will aid
in not lining any targeted fish.

As your flies track back
towards you, once again
you must keep in touch with
retrieving and managing the
line; control of the line as
you retrieve will prevent any
excess drag on the line and
flies, which will result in an
unnatural presentation.

Takes can be extremely
subtle and difficult to detect;
keep in touch with the flies
and watch once again for any
unnatural movement of the
fly line. Wading upstream as
stealthily as possible after two
or three casts will cover new
water, targeting fish that may
have also moved up after one
or two failed attempts. Don’t
be too hasty in getting into

position – assess the run and
fish the water close in before
wading out and progressing.

Equipment Essentials
My default equipment and
setup for Spiders on the Severn
is a 9ft 5-wt Sage One, with a
weight-forward 5-wt floating
line and reel to balance the
outfit. I use a 7½ft tapered
leader to 5lb, and trim it down
by cutting a foot off the butt
end. From here I will add a
tippet material with two or
three flies spaced three feet or
so apart. Both droppers are
tied with a three-turn water
knot and finished off with
a half hitch; this keeps the
dropper standing proud at

90 degrees to the main tippet
line. Tapered leaders and the
tippet material can of course
be varied in breaking strain,
depending on the size of your
quarry.

I like to keep it simple on the
rivers and travel as light as
possible, with a small Simms
Headwaters Chest Pack that
contains the essentials for a
day on the river. A lightweight
net is hooked onto my side
rather than my back for ease
of access when landing a fish.
The landing net, incidentally,
is produced by my good mate
Glen Pointon, and is a superb
catch-and-release innovation.
This buoyant net enables you
to rest the fish in the margins,
which is all important, and
gives you time to get your
camera ready before taking
a snap of your capture if so
desired.

I do hope this has given you
some inspiration to try Spiders
the next time you’re out on
your river or even on the
upper Severn. It most certainly
adds another string to your
bow in your quest for the trout
and grayling. Don’t fall foul of
sticking with what you know
– keep ringing the changes.

d h

Watch the line and
water for takes – the
key time will be
as the flies move
downstream past you.

Glen Pointon’s bouyant landing net is ideal

for holding fish while they recover. For further

information e-mail glenpointon@gmail.com.

Black Spider

Spiders For The Severn

Partridge &
Orange

Partridge &
Yellow

CJ Controller

Flies By Fulling Mill
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Egg Flies were designed
to imitate the eggs
of the five species
of spawning Pacific

salmon that run the rivers of
the Pacific Northwest coast
of America and Canada.
From Alaska to Northern
California, and more recently
the river systems of the Great
Lakes, Egg Flies are widely
used to target steelheads,
cutthroats and bull trout that
feed on this plentiful, protein-

FancyATinny?
Stillwater expert Les Lockey returns to Pennine Trout Fishery to see if his

tinhead Egg Flies are still as effective as they were when he was first shown
them, 15 years ago…

rich food resource.
To take account of the

variations in size and colour
of these Pacific salmon eggs,
as well as some different
stages of their development,
numerous Egg Fly patterns
have evolved, but probably
the most common is the
Glo Bug. This pattern is tied
using Egg Yarn, which was
originally called Glo Yarn,
hence the fly’s name. These
flies have been so successful

that American fly fishing
legend Lefty Kreh lists the Egg
Fly as the number one sub-
surface fly pattern that no fly
fisherman should be without,
while American Field and
Stream magazine positions
the Egg Fly at number 20 in
its list of the 25 greatest-ever

fishing flies.

Negative Press
Despite such high-profile
American endorsements, here
in the UK Egg Flies have had
a rather negative press and
are sometimes looked upon
disapprovingly by anglers and
fishery owners alike, and have
actually been banned on some
fisheries, so always check the
fishery rules before using Egg
Flies. This attitude is perhaps
rather surprising, given that
Egg Flies attempt to imitate

Success on the fourth cast.
No wonder American fly

fishing ace Lefty Kreh lists
the Egg Fly as his number-

one sub-surface pattern!

FACT FILE:
Pennine Trout Farm
and Fishery
Calderbrook Road, Littleborough
OL15 9HL
Contact: (01706) 378325
E-mail: amoran717@googlemail.
com
www.penninetroutfarmandfishery.
co.uk
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a recognised trout food item,
which is more than can be
said for many of the flies found
in most British fly boxes today.

Bizarrely, almost all fisheries
allow the use of Blobs, which
to our American cousins
must seem eccentrically
inconsistent, since the Blob is
instantly recognisable as an
Estaz Egg – Estaz being the
American equivalent of our
Fritz!

Pennine
One trout fishery with a
refreshingly open minded
attitude to Egg Flies is Pennine
Trout Fishery, the renowned
big-fish water set into the
hillside above Littleborough, in
Lancashire.

The fishery consists of two
spring-fed lakes totalling
about five acres, tiered one
above the other and separated
by a substantial dam wall.
A great deal of thought and
hard work has gone into
this neat and tidy fishery to
provide anglers with first-class
facilities both on and off the
water.

It was
ere, about

15 years ago,
that I was first introduced to
Dave Burke’s hugely effective
tinhead Egg Fly pattern and
was totally amazed by its
success, so it seemed rather
appropriate to be returning to
Pennine to see if the Egg Fly
could still do the business.

We arrived at the fishery
rather later than anticipated,
thanks to the vagaries of
the motorway network, but
with snow still carpeting the
surrounding hills and an
overnight temperature of
minus 7°C this was probably
a blessing in disguise.
After a brief chat with the
fishery owner and his staff
to determine water depths,
likely fishing areas and so
on, I quickly tackled up my
indicator outfit consisting of
a powerful 9ft 6in 8-wt Sage
rod, Snowbee line and a simple
12ft leader of 9.5lb Riverge
Grand Max fluorocarbon.
On the end went a debarbed
tinhead yellow Egg Fly, and my
indicator of choice – a white
Orvis Thingamabobber – was
set at five feet.

I decided to start by fishing

into the wind from the dam
wall on the top lake and on
my first cast was instantly
reminded of the awkwardness
of the indicator/weighted
fly combination. A powerful
rod and a wider loop in the
back cast avoids tangles
and improves turnover but
at the expense of distance,
particularly when fishing
into the wind. It is also
worth emphasising that
when fishing an indicator,
irrespective of the fly
pattern suspended below,
concentration is paramount,
not only to enable subtle
takes to be converted into
positive hook-ups, but more
importantly to ensure that
deeply hooked fish are
avoided. It is always better to
strike too early than too late.

Early Success
As my fourth cast drifted
out of the main breeze into
the more sheltered bay in
front of the fishing lodge, the
indicator suddenly bobbed
under. An instant strike saw
me firmly attached to what
I immediately knew was no
ordinary stock fish.

Time after time the powerful

TACTICS
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The Thingamabobber indicators come in various colours, which are

useful in different light situations. These indicators allow for a quick

change in depth and are buoyant enough to hold the tinhead Egg.

Yellow and chartreuse are probably the mosteffective Egg Fly colours for stillwater trout

Three tinhead Eggs – the tri
-coloured ‘Budgie’, plain yellow

and hotspot salmon Egg.
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fish lunged into the depths,
giving only the slightest
tantalising glimpse of its
potential size. My sudden
realisation that this was all
being caught on camera did
nothing to ease an already
extremely anxious, feature-
shoot virgin.

After what seemed like an
absolute age and with my arm
muscles starting to shake, the
beautifully conditioned fish
began to tire and eventually
slipped into my waiting

the water, the pressure was
now well and truly off, as I
moved further along the dam
wall to land three more feisty
rainbows in quick order, all to
the same yellow Egg setup.

After lunch we moved
to the deserted lower lake,
which made me wonder if the
anglers still fishing the top lake
perhaps knew something we
didn’t. My concerns, however,
were short-lived. A change to
a tinhead tricoloured Egg in
yellow, orange and white soon

net. Fishery staff estimated
the stunning fish at 15lb,
but as every fisherman will
appreciate, I am sure this
was an underestimation.
Regardless of its true weight,
fish of this quality are a
privilege to catch and must
surely secure Pennine as the
north’s premier big-fish water.

More To Follow
With the obligatory
photographs taken and
the fish safely
returned to

had the indicator twitching
nervously, and over the next
couple of hours eight more
quality rainbows came to the
net, underlining the tinhead
Egg Fly’s reputation as being
one of the most effective flies
you can tie on your leader.

To this day, I can’t explain
why tinhead hooks make
such a difference to the
effectiveness of this Egg Fly
pattern, but they do. Tungsten
and brass beads simply don’t
work anywhere near as well –
believe me, I’ve tried!

Over the next couple of hours
eight more quality rainbows

came to the net, underlining the
tinhead Egg Fly’s reputation.

Winter was still holding on but
the Pennine trout were keen on
both the upper and lower lakes.



Melt the solder onto the soldering
iron above the mould so that it
drops into the depression.

While keeping the solder molten,
VERY CAREFULLY place the filed
hook upside down in the solder
until it forms a ball around it.
Remove the iron and allow the
solder to form a skin before taking
the hook from the mould.

Finished tinheads, duly cleaned
and polished.

02

03 04
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Tying Tinhead Egg Flies
Egg Flies are arguably the
simplest, quickest and most
effective flies you can tie, but they
do require a rather more robust
approach.

GSP (Gel Spun Polyethylene)
100 denier thread is essential, as
are the sharpest pair of kitchen
scissors you can find, since
normal fly-tying scissors blunt
very quickly.Wapsi Egg Yarn is
recommended and comes in
a wide variety of colours. Egg
Flies can be tied in any colour or
combination of colours to suit.

Making The Tinheads

Very securely clamp the tinhead
hook in the vice and wind on a
sound bed of GSP immediately
behind the solder.

01

03

05

The Original Dave
Burke Method

All the tools required – a fine-
toothed metal file, a fine-tipped
soldering iron, Omega Rosin Free
solder, the aluminium mould and
some finished tinhead hooks.

01

Keeping the tension tight make
six turns of GSP above the hook
shank around the base of the Egg
Yarn. Bring the GSP around the
solder to the eye and whip finish.

Making The Tinhead Hooks
Tinheads can be made on any
heavy-gauge hook, depending on
the pattern to be tied, but for Egg
Flies a size 10 Kamasan B110 or
Hayabusa FLY 387 Heavyweight
Grub hook is ideal.

They are straightforward to
make but you will need the tools
highlighted in step 1.The mould
is simply a piece of 6mm flat
aluminium into which a round
depression is made by pressing
a ball bearing to a depth just less
than its diameter. This is critical,
since the ball bearing will become
stuck in the depression if pressed
in further. The size of the ball
bearing dictates the maximum
size of the depression and hence
the final size of the tinhead.A
depression with a diameter of
approximately 3mm. is about right
for size 10 hooks.

To make the tinheads, start
by filing around the hook shank
immediately behind the hook eye,
to remove the protective lacquer.
File hooks in batches before
moving to the soldering stage.
When soldering, always work in a
well-ventilated room.

15lb plus of quality
Pennine trout, proving
how effective these
tinhead Egg Flies are!
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02

04

Straws loaded with a variety of Egg
Yarns ready for tying.

Very securely clamp the tinhead
hook in the vice and wind on a
sound bed of thread immediately
behind the solder.

Pull out about 4 to 5mm of Egg
Yarn from the loaded straw and
offer the straw to the top of the
hook, with the Egg Yarn on the far
side of the shank.

01 02 03

04 05

Drinking Straw Method

06

Once you have whip finished,
gently pull the straw away from the
hook to expose more yarn.When
the yarn is equal on both sides of
the shank, cut it with one straight
cut.

07

The result should look like this.

08

Gently rub the Egg Yarn fibres to
produce the egg shape and the
fly is complete. Note the blood
dot formed by adding a sliver of
contrastingly coloured Egg Yarn
when loading the straw with yarn.

09

Lightly wrap the thread over the
straw and behind the hook shank.

Having slid the GSP off the
straw, pull it down tightly onto the
Egg Yarn behind the solder and
make one securing wrap around
the hook shank only.

GSP thread, strong, sharp kitchen
scissors and plastic drinking straws
loaded with Egg Yarn – the tools to
make perfect Egg Flies.

Pull up the Egg Yarn bundle very
tightly and cut the Egg Yarn using
one straight horizontal cut. The
height of the cut dictates the size
of the finished egg.

Take three 4cm lengths of Egg
Yarn and tie them down on top
of the hook shank behind the
tinhead, using two very tight turns
of GSP, one on top of the other.

After the cut, the fibres form
a hemisphere above the hook
shank. Rub the Egg Yarn fibres
downwards to form the typical
egg shape.

The Drinking Straw Method
This alternative method of tying Egg Flies creates very little waste.

The technique uses a short plastic drinking straw to control the
Egg Yarn under tension – essentially a semi-rigid handle, through
which the yarn can be ‘extruded’ as required.

Take a clear plastic drinking straw with a diameter of about 6
to 8mm and cut off a 7.5cm length. Load the straw with Egg Yarn
by cutting three 15cm lengths and feeding them through a loop of
stiffish nylon, which is then pulled through the straw, bringing the
yarn with it. Remove the nylon, trim the Egg Yarn square and you
are ready to start tying. To add a ‘blood dot’ simply place a sliver of
contrastingly coloured yarn on top of the three lengths of yarn prior
to pulling them through.

Bring the thread behind the straw
and back up onto the Egg Yarn
and pull down tightly, effectively,
making a tight figure of eight. Make
a further securing wrap around the
hook shank, immediately behind
the solder and bring the thread
around the solder to the eye.

TACTICS
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SPONSORED BY WWW.SNOWBEE.CO.UKChallenge

Big-Water Rainbow
4lb-plus

Big-Water Brown
3lb-plus

Small-Water Brown
5lb-plus

If so, send us a great picture of your catch along with details on how you caught it, for your
chance to win a Snowbee Challenge badge and prize.

Prizes will be awarded for the top three as chosen by the TFF panel. So get catching, get
snapping, send your entries in and share your success with us.

ShareYourSuccess

Gary Murray
A Sunburst And Biscuit Blob fished on a Di3 Sweep
line accounted for this magnificent 9lb brown trout
for Newtownabbey angler Gary Murray.

He caught this fine specimen while boat fishing
at Ballysallagh Reservoir in Bangor, County Down.
The fish took the Blob on a long line, using a slow
figure-of-eight retrieve. This stunning fish wins Gary
an Easy Vue fly box and Stinger cap.

Have you caught a specimen small-water trout,
a beautiful grayling or brown trout from the

river, tamed a salmon or sea trout or tempted a
resident big-water rainbow or brown?

Challenge

William Lloyd
Williams
Graiglywd
Springs in North
Wales seems to
be the place to
be for big fish as
a host of double-
figure rainbows
and browns
came from the
Penmaenmawr
water this month.
The biggest was
this huge 20lb
4oz fish caught by Machynlleth angler William
Lloyd Williams.

He caught it on a Bloodworm Buzzer fished on
a floating line and the fish took over 20 minutes
to bring to the net. William had always wanted to
catch a double-figure fish and this 20lb beauty
certainly passed his expectations!

Tackle for the real world
www.snowbee.co.uk

Junior
New Junior Snowbee Challenge

Are you aged 5 to 18 and caught your

first fish on a fly, or perhaps a super

specimen? Send a picture and details

of your catch for a chance to win…

Fish OfThe Month

Win

Second Place
wins… A

Snowbee Easy-
Vue Waterproof
Competition Fly
Box (Medium) and

Snowbee Stinger Cap

G M

Prizes
Fish Of The Month
wins… A Snowbee

Waterproof Flybox/Tool Set,
two Snowbee Prestige Fly
Selections
– Montanas

and Essential
Damsels – and a
Snowbee Stinger

Cap

Third Place wins… A
Snowbee Stinger Cap

Junior Fish Of The Month
wins… A Snowbee Easy-Vue
Waterproof Fly Box (small),

a pair of Snowbee Polarising
Fishing Sunglasses and a

Snowbee 5-Panel Fishing Cap.

shed on a Di3 SweepA S nb rst

2nd
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1. Each entry must include
a photograph of the catch,
preferably of the angler holding
the fish.
2. Each entry form must include
the name and contact details of
an independent witness.
3. Each badge can only be
awarded once to any one person
– there are six to aim for.
4. You must send in the form
within two months of the capture
of the fish.
5. Badge awards are subject to
entries being approved by the TFF
team.The editor’s decision is final
and no correspondence will be
entered into.
6. Photos cannot be returned.

Note: A water of less than
30 acres will be classed as a
small water, and anything of

30 acres or above classed as
a big water.

Small-Water Rainbow
7lb-plus

Salmon 10lb-plus
Sea Trout 4lb-plus

River Brown & Grayling
1lb 8oz-plus

E-mail your entries to:
snowbeechallenge@dhpub.
co.uk

Enter online at:
www.totalflfyisher.com/
snowbee-challenge/entry-info

Via Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/totalfly-
fisher

Or drop us a line at:
Snowbee Challenge, TFF, DHP
Ltd, 1 Whittle Close, Drayton
Fields, Daventry, Northants
NN11 8RQ.

Entry details must
include:
• Name
• Age
• Address
• Telephone
• E-mail
• Category
• Species of fish
•Weight
• Date of capture
• Fly used
• Venue
• Tactics: Provide as much detail
as possible, to include tackle
and method
• Witness
• Don’t forget that photo

Craig Bufton
As the grayling season came to a close, Craig Bufton
took a trip to his local River Irfon in Garth to catch
this 1lb 9oz fish on the last day of the season.

This fish was the biggest of 12 he caught fishing
upstream using a New Zealand Strike Indicator. It
took a brown Slimline Shrimp pattern with a red
hotspot thorax and was carefully returned to the river.

Geoff Hadley
What better way to celebrate
your birthday than a day’s
fishing at your local water to
catch this fine brace of fish. Stafford angler Geoff
Hadley had a day he won’t forget too quickly as he
caught this 8lb rainbow and 7lb 3oz brown from
Shropshire’s Ellerdine Lakes.

He took the huge rainbow on his third cast of the
day and the brownie in the last half-hour as part
of a six-fish catch. The rainbow took a size 10 olive
and blue flash Cormorant and the brown a black
Fritz lure fished on the new Wychwood Hoverer fly
line on his 7-wt Scierra SRX rod.

Simon Batten
Worcester angler Simon Batten visited Staffordshire’s
Loynton Trout Fishery and was rewarded with this
18lb 2oz rainbow. The fish fell to the ever-reliable
Cat’s Whisker fished on 6lb leader on a sinking line.

This was one of many double-figure fish to come
from the Stafford venue over the last month.

Junior

HOW TO
ENTER

Challenge

G
What bette

3rd

Lisa Dixon
Five-year-old Lisa Dixon hooked and landed this
magnificent 8lb 10oz rainbow from Llyn Clywedog
on a recent early season outing with her dad.
Fishing close to the boat moorings Lisa hooked into
this stunning fish, which her dad was on hand to
help net.

At the time of going to press this fish was the
biggest trout from Clywedog so far this season, and
wins Lisa an Easy Vue fly box, a pair of polarised
sunglasses and a fishing cap. Great angling Lisa!
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POSTBAG
POSTBAG

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY? SEEN SOMETHING YOU DIDN’T LIKE? DROP US A
LINE AND WIN PRIZES FROM SELECTAFLY!

How do we get the next
generation fishing?

The Missing Generation
It is quite apparent that the
world of fly fishing, a wonderful
pursuit linking us with nature
and the environment, is today
lacking something vital for its
future… youngsters and other
newcomers.

Each and every one of us started
out clueless and absolute beginners! A
proportion of us were lucky enough to
have parental guidance, excellent in my
case from my father. And he had to learn
the ropes in turn before.

But now, in all sorts of disciplines and
pastimes, people seem to want ‘instant’,
made all that more available from
the internet. If you don’t understand
a word you turn to Wikipedia,
instead of searching a dictionary or
asking someone, and to learn to do
something, YouTube seems to have
everything imaginable on it that can be
demonstrated. While tackle shops have
closed in many, many towns, everything
is available online and mail order.

And like the high-street tackle shops…
‘Once they’re gone, they’re gone!’ is the
all too familiar saying of a well-known
supermarket chain now supplying fishing
tackle a couple of times a year. When
the customer buys the low-cost tackle,
the cashier doesn’t inform the purchaser
that he or she will need a rod licence and
permit. All standard advice the tackle
shop owner would have once told you,
along with help to set an outfit up, where
and how to use it.

Nowadays it’s off to the nearest
commercial coarse fishery, or put-and-
take fishery in the case of the budding
flyfisher, driving past those ‘hard’ places –
the rivers and reservoirs – along the way.

However, it wasn’t instant in the 1970s
when I learnt to fly fish. As mentioned,
I had a great instructor in my dad,
but I also learnt from people in tackle
shops and, perhaps more importantly,
from anglers on the bank. I ignored the

unsuccessful ones, but watched, intently,
the ones that caught trout. I would
always ask what fly had been the fish’s
downfall, although sometimes, I have to
admit, in the hope of being given one of
the pattern by the obliging angler, who
might show generosity, excited by landing
a trout on a cold April day! But advice was
all around you then.

So how do we get the next generation
into fly fishing? “With difficulty” is
probably the answer, as there is another
missing generation, parents in their
thirties. It amazes me that, now in
my fifties, I am very often one of the
‘younger’ sea-trout anglers on the
banks on a July night in deepest, darkest
Wales. Where are those flyfishers in
their twenties to forties who could be
experiencing that heart-pounding
moment when a large wild fish takes a
small fly, scratching its way across the
river surface, in an arm-wrenching take?
Instant won’t get people into that sort
of thing. It’s a learning curve that does
that, over many years, along with the
encouragement and advice offered by old
hands.

The Angling Trust does sterling work
to encourage youngsters and so do some
fishing clubs, with events and junior
sections, but it doesn’t seem enough.
If something like cake making could
become so popular through TV, then
surely the BBC’s Big Fish should have
sparked something off, with its excellent
promotion of modern-day angling and
what seemed like an emphasis on fly and
lure fishing. Was it timed badly in the
autumn when a lot of fly tackle is hung
up for the winter and did it just appeal
to existing, active anglers and armchair
fishers? Surely not?

So let’s stir a debate up in PostBag and
get a few ideas cast about, as to how to
encourage a young element into our
‘ageing’ pastime, along with coaxing in
that missing generation of parents.
Mike Handyside, via e-mail

ED: Some great points there, Mike. It’s certainly
true that we seemed to skip a generation of
anglers learning the ropes from their senior
relatives. Now we’ve identified that, maybe the
trick – without wanting to appear sexist – is to
promote ‘Dads and Lads’!

STAR
LETTER

★★



POSTBAG

Have Your Say...
Please send your letters and full
contact details to: PostBag,Total
FlyFisher, 1 Whittle Close, Drayton
Fields, Daventry, Northants NN11
8RQ, or e-mail your letter to:
tffpostbag@dhpub.co.uk.

And Win...
If yours is chosen as the STAR
LETTER then Selectafly will send you
an Original Tacky Fly Box containing
25 top stillwater patterns from its
superb Pro Range.Writers of other
letters published will receive a
handy pocket-sized fly box and 10
top flies. (River patterns option also
available.)

Please leave a contact telephone
number when writing or e-mailing
your letters.

One Happy Winner!
I would like to thank everyone
at Total FlyFisher and Turrall
for selecting me as a winner in
the Turrall Tie Off. I am over
the moon with the prize of an
absolutely stunning bamboo
fly box containing 32 amazing
patterns.

Fly-tying isn’t easy and can
be quite challenging at times,
especially with some specific
fly patterns. I like to keep
things very simple when I tie
my own flies, as my dad taught
me: “Keep them simple and as
long as they catch fish that’s
what matters.”

The pattern I sent into the
competition was one I made
last year after looking at huge
bugs that came from the weeds
in our lake. It has caught
nearly 20 double-figure fish
in one year between me and
my dad, so this prize means so
much and it’s special to me!

My advice to anybody my
age (14) or even younger who
does tie their own flies is to just
tie up a great working pattern
and send it into Total FlyFisher,
so they can also have that
chance of winning. It really is
a magnificent prize to win. I

am so thrilled!
I would like to say a massive

thank you once again to
Turrall for supporting such
a great competiton and for
putting up such an amazing
prize to give us young flyfishers
a chance to win.
Medi Treharne, via e-mail

ED: Happy to oblige Medi. It was a
well-tied fly.

Do The Job Properly!
With reference to the story
about the Meon Springs
Country Experience Show in
the April News section of the
magazine, the photograph
accompanying the article used
the tag line: “GAIA instructors
will be on hand to offer help
and casting advice.” If the
standard of “help and advice”
that is being offered to the
young lad is anything to go by
the future of the sport is in a
sad state.

The young fisherman is
trying his hardest to get a line
out on the water, but as for the
guide, what can I say?

The boy is holding the
rod with both hands like a
chopping axe, the rod is almost
horizontal on the back cast,
the ‘loop’ is the size of a mini
roundabout and the guide is
standing with his hands on his
hips gazing into space.

The future of fishing is in
the hands of the young and
they deserve the best chance
and opportunity to thrive.
This could mean a number
of things – free rod licences,

www.selectafly.com sponsors

cheaper days on the water if
possible, and most importantly
good quality help and
guidance.

Nothing will turn a beginner
away quicker than a bad day’s
fishing; if nothing is caught or
every cast results in a tangled
mess of line on the water in
front of them the heart sinks
followed by the cry of “I can’t
do it” and another potential
angler disappears into the
Playstation/Xbox mist.

We all know or have seen
someone struggling now and
again, so offer some help, or
suggest a fly that is working
for you. We all have a duty to
encourage the young into a
sport that we all enjoy.
Stephen Roberts, via e-mail

ED: Good points Stephen, but in
our defence the picture used is a
single split-second frame from a
session where a complete beginner
is being taught how to cast. For all
you know, five minutes later the
youngster might have been rolling
a tight loop and casting like a pro.

Go towww.selectafly.com now
to see all the flies from the Original, Pro and Fulling Mill ranges

or call us on 01753 883366

Pro Range
Beadhead cut throat cat

£1.20

Barbless Range
Montana (weighted)

75p

FREE POSTFREE POSTFOR ONLINE 
FOR ONLINEORDERS OVER £10

ORDERS OVER £10(fl ies only, (flies only,UK delivery)
UK delivery)

SEE THE NEW 
SEE THE NEW

BARBLESS BARBLESS
RANGE RANGE

ONLINE NOW!
ONLINE NOW!

Unless you were there, it’s probably
best not to knock the instructor. I’m
prepared to give him the benefit of
the doubt, based on a single-frame
photograph.

Medi’s winning fly:
The Damsel Lure



NOW GO TO
www.facebook.com/totalflyfisher NOT JUST A MAGAZINE

Then visit our Facebook page

for the latest news, fly tying,

top tips, weekly giveaways,

savings and all the banter.

Need more than just 
your monthly fix of

Total FlyFisher?
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I’m not shy of  fishing the big
freestone rivers that we have in
Scotland. The quality of the fishing
really does spoil us on rivers such

as the Tweed, Clyde, Tay and Tummel.

However, one of my passions is fly
fishing small streams. There is a huge
difference between the approach and
skill set for smaller streams compared 
with big rivers.

Scottish international angler and Greys ProTeam
member Martin Stewart reveals his tactics and

flies for tackling small streams.

Small-Stream
Success

Where there’s a feature
there’s a fish. Small

streams offer plenty of
features and obstacles

along with plenty of trout!
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About 80 per cent of the fish
that I catch in these pocket-

water areas come to the strike or
lift of the nymphs. It can be an

absolutely deadly method.

When approaching a
big river you tend to head
straight to the sexy-looking 
water with nice boulder-like
features that you know will
hold fish, or you are mostly
looking for telltale signs of
a big, expansive, medium-
paced stretch for rising fish.
The only things that might 
possibly get in your way
would be the water level,
wind or possibly a high bank 
behind you. Smaller rivers,
however, have a lot more
obstacles and features to get
in your way!

Stealthy Approach
Your approach to a smaller
river has to be different
from fishing larger freestone
rivers. Fish will be more
aware of your presence and
the chances are that most of  
them, depending on location, 
are completely wild and have
never been fi shed for. So,
effectively, fishing becomes
hunting and with this in
mind stealth plays a massive
part in success on these 
rivers.

My approach is always
from a downstream position, 
fishing upstream so as not
to spook fish. It’s amazing
how close you can get to
brown trout or grayling by
sneaking up behind them. I
believe that the downstream 
approach, unless that is
your only option for better
presentation, only limits 
your chances of catching
fish in these types of
surroundings. 

Equipment
In terms of  rods used, I do 
like my 9ft or 10ft 2-wt but 
I can’t seem to shy away
from the Greys Streamfl ex
Plus in a 3-wt where I can 
use the setting at 9ft 6in for 
almost everything. If I feel
that I need that extra reach 
for nymphing I can add the 
extension, taking it to 10ft.

I tend to fish everything off
the fly line with a 15ft leader.

You might think that 15
feet is a bit lengthy for small
streams, and in some cases it 
is, but it means I can vary my
techniques. I attach a micro 
ring at the end of  the leader 
where I can attach tippet for
dry-fly and duo fishing. If I
reel the fly line onto the reel
then the leader can perform
as a French nymphing setup,
where a coloured indicator
can be added from the tippet 
ring if I need to. If  I feel that
nymphing is going to be the
main technique then I will 

use a Hends Camou French 
leader. They are fantastic
for fishing light weighted
nymphs. I would also opt for
the 2-wt rod with the Camou 
leader because they perform
better with the softer action.

Locations And Methods
For me, small streams are all
about pocket water. Where
there’s a feature there are
fish. I tend to go with a
Stimmy setup fi rst of all.
For those who don’t know
what Stimmy nymphing is,

The use of camou has
its advantages but you
don’t need it. Just make
sure that you blend into
the background with drab
colours.

The use of kneepads
comes into play big time,
though. Not only do they
save your knees but they
come in handy when there
are areas with lower water
levels that hold fish, or
streams with overhanging
branches that require you
to get low to avoid spooking
fish. So fishing on your
knees will give you a higher
chance of success.

Also, knee and shin pads,
like the motocross ones that
I wear, protect your waders
from bankside vegetation.

Travelling light and having
everything at hand will help
when it comes to releasing
the fish. Note that the net
magnet, spools of leader,
forceps and fly patch are
all close to hand.
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it’s almost like the Klink 
and Dink method (a dry fl y
with a nymph underneath), 
but I tend to use a large
Stimulator-type dry with a 
small nymph underneath (I 
keep my coloured indicator
on so that I can quickly
change to double nymph). 
The method is to drop your 
flies into the pocket without
having any of your leader on
the water in a high-sticking
action. The only thing that
should be on the water is the
dry fly. I tend to make the
fly hit the surface to get a
reaction out of the fish. I also
have the flies in the water for
no more than three seconds,
trying to induce a take. It
can sometimes take a couple 
of casts in, behind or around
boulders to get a reaction. 

If I believe that more
fish are coming to the dry
then I can fish double dry fly,
and if everything is coming
to the nymph I can take the 
dry fly off and go to a double-
nymph setup. All this is
performed off the leader with
no fly line used.

Sometimes fish won’t be in
those sexy-looking pockets, 
though. It all depends on

the weather conditions and
fishing pressure.

You might find that if the
temperature increases, the
fish will move up into the
neck of the runs where the 
flow is really hard with very
little depth (often inches 
deep). This water is very
often overlooked but I can
assure you that fi sh can lie
there quite comfortably. I

would stick with double
nymph in these areas,
with a heavier nymph 
on point to get you down 
to the feeding depth 
straightaway.

Any other areas on
the river, such as longer
glides, I would be fishing
the duo with a small 
nymph underneath a
sighted Klinkhamer or

Balloon Caddis.

General-Purpose Nymphs
When it comes to flies for
small streams you don’t
have to be an aquatic expert
to catch fi sh. I go to these
types of rivers knowing that
the majority of rivers in the
British Isles will hold some 
form of  caddis and baetis. 
If you go with variations of
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A stealthy approach from
downstream working your way up
to the likely fish-holding areas
will help avoid spooking the trout.

The best times to fish small rivers are a few days after rain when

the river is still slightly high and holding colour. The fish won’t

have fed properly and will be keen to take a well-presented fly.



totally dead-drifting or if  
they want movement. Most
of the time when nymphing
on small rivers I fish totally
upstream at a 45-degree 
angle to the left or right of  
me.

When trying to create
movement I induce the
nymphs by striking for a
recast before they reach my
position in the water. About
80 per cent of the fish that I
catch in these pocket-water
areas come to the strike or lift 
of the nymphs. It can be an
absolutely deadly method.

Finally, you can fish small
streams at any time of  the 
year in all conditions and still
catch fish. However, the most
exciting rod-bending days
I have had on the smaller
rivers have been a couple of
days after heavy rain, where
there still tend to be a couple 
of inches in it above average
heights.

It sometimes doesn’t
matter which dry or
nymph you have on in
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Caddis, Olive and Pheasant
Tail Nymphs tied up in
different sizes and weights
you won’t go far wrong.

I tend to fish the Pheasant
Tails tied in sizes 16 to
20. Weighted beads are 
important with these small 
nymphs. If it’s a size 16 I
will use a 3mm bead, size
18 a 2.5mm and size 20, 
2mm and 1mm beads. I also
change the bead colour in 
areas that might have been
fished prior to my trip or I
know it’s a river that gets
fished regularly.

I have found that spooky
fish will go for Pheasant
Tails tied with white/black
or rainbow-coloured beads 
when gold/copper or silver
aren’t working. It does pay
to have a variation to your
nymphs. It’s just a case of
persevering on the day.

The last thing to persevere 
with is the presentation, 
especially while fi shing
nymphs. You have to figure
out if the fish want them

Martin Stewart
Greys ProTeam and Scotland
Team Member
Contact: 07456 499897
E-mail: info@
martinstewartflyfishing.co.uk
www.martinstewartflyfishing.
co.uk

these conditions. These fi sh
haven’t fed properly for a
couple of days and they tend 
to act suicidally to a well-
presented fl y. Also, if there
is still a hint of  colour in the 
water, fish your flashier flies.

One nymph that stands out 
in these situations is a Hare’s
Ear tied with Angel Hair in as 
a tag. It can be devastating
on the induced take!

Instead of  hanging up 
the rod for the day after 
heavy rain, why not give the
tributaries to your normal 
river a shot? I think you
might be surprised at what
you can catch.

PTN
Hook: Dry fly hook, sizes 16 to 20

Bead: 2mm tungsten bead
Tail: Red cock hackle fibres

Thread: Red nano silk Rib: Copper
wire (match colour to bead colour

apart from white) Body: Cock
pheasant tail Thorax: Hare’s ear

General-purpose nymphs should be
all you need for success on the small
rivers. Give them a go this season!

Stimmy
Hook: Dry fly hook, size 10 or 12

Thread: Brown Nano silk
Tail: Elk hair Body: Orange rabbit
Body hackle: Red game cock

feather Rib: Small red wire
Wing: Elk hair Thorax: Hends No45

Spectra Dubbing Hackle: Grizzle
cock feather

Hare’s Ear Jig
Hook: Jig hook, size 16

Bead: 2mm tungsten bead, gold or
silver Thread: Brown Nano silk

Tag: Violet Angel Hair Body: Orvis
hare’s ear Ice Dub Rib: Small Red

Wire Hackle: Spun CDC
Thorax: Hends Spectra Dub – No45

Caddis Pupa
Hook: Curved nymph hook, size 16

Bead: 3mm tungsten bead
Thread: Brown Nano silk Body: Tan
or green rabbit Rib: Black or brown
small wire Hackle: Brown partridge

Thorax: Hare’s ear mixed with
peacock dubbing





For the chance of winning one of these terrifi c Classic outfi ts, simply 
call this number

ENTRIES MUST REACH US BY MAY 11TH

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Winners will be selected at random from all correct entries 
received by noon on May 11th 2016.
Calls cost £1 plus your phone company’s access charge.
Please obtain permission from whoever pays your phone 
bill before entering. The editor’s decision is fi nal and no 
correspondence will be entered into.
The promoter may wish to contact you after the competition 
deadline and we may contact you with the latest news, 
updates and relevant offers from Total FlyFisher. If you do 
not wish to receive details by email or post direct from 
selected third partiers, please indicate that preference on 
any postal entry.

0901 293 2305
and correctly answer this question.

QWHAT IS THE NAME OF THE REVOLUTIONARY FLY LINE 
COATING INTRODUCED BY SNOWBEE FOR 2016?

A Nano-Te c  B Nemo-Tec C Tec-Speed

Alternatively, You can send your answer on a postcard to: Snowbee Classic Outfi t Competition, Total FlyFisher, 1 
Whittle Close, Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN11 8RQ.

Snowbee makes some of  the 
best fl y gear on the market 
and its new Classic outfi ts 

take the ‘ready to go’ concept to 
a whole new level. Just add a fl y 
and you’re good to catch.

There are fi ve models/line 
weights of  kit in the Classic 
range, from an 8ft 6in 4/5-wt 
rod ideal for rivers through to 
the 10ft 6/7-wt outfi ts that 

COMPETITION

W
IN!

 

Snowbee Combo!

WWW.SNOWBEE.CO.UK

we’ve got up for grabs. There 
are two alternately rated 9ft 
models – 5/6-wt and 7/8-wt 
– and a 9ft 6in model rated for 
a 6/7-wt line. To complete the 
kit, each rod is combined with 
a lightweight graphite reel 
already loaded with backing, 
a Snowbee Classic fl oating line 
(one of  the most popular lines 
on the market) and leader.

All the rods are completed 
with high-lift snake guides, the 
handle is full A-grade cork and 
there’s a graphite reel seat.

You’d be hard pushed to 
fi nd a better combination for 
stillwater boat fi shing or light 
sea-trout outings than the 10ft 
outfi t we’ve got up for grabs. 
They’re another winner from 
Snowbee.

WE’VE GOT FOUR 
TERRIFIC OUTFITS, 
EACH WORTH £125, 
TO BE WON AND ALL 
YOU HAVE TO DO TO 
STAND A CHANCE 
OF WINNING ONE IS 
ANSWER A SINGLE 
QUESTION CORRECTLY.

THE PRIZES
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Callum said: Because of the warm weather
this winter the fish have stayed higher in the
water at my local fishery, Cwm Hedd. Perfect
Rubber floats so the fly sinks very slowly
due to the weight of the hook. Takes are very
confident. It’s best fished on a floating or slow
intermediate line.

DG: This looks like a winner! I like the way the
flexible ‘legs’ have been tied nice and long. I
much prefer gangling and exaggerated to short
and tidy because you get way more movement.
The Straggle on the body will also add life.

SJ: Definitely a winner. Straggle Fritz and long
Flexi-Floss legs meet to provide a deadly
Bloodworm pattern.

AT: Did it catch? Yes it did. The fly holds well
in the upper layers and this I feel is one of the
keys to its success. This is a fish-catching fly!

March
Bloodworm Choosing a winner this month

wasn’t easy because we had a
good mix of entries, from ‘real-

life’ creations to those with plenty
of movement! While red was the
colour of choice for many patterns

there were one or two who tied great-
looking Bloods in green and olive. A
special mention must go to young
Callum Russell, whose pattern was
superbly tied, impressing all three
judges. Here are the winning three:

Michael said: I’ve gone with the traffic light
theme because it’s an out-and-out attractor.
I have plenty of confidence in the fly and
would fish it on a 20ft leader. It has plenty of
movement and action, with takes likely when
fishing like an Apps Worms or on the drop.

Judges’ Comments
Dominic Garnett: A lot going on with this
pattern. It’s an attractor rather than a subtle or
imitative fly, but nothing wrong with that.

Simon Jefferies: A very well-tied fly with lots of
movement. The combination of a sparsely tied
marabou tail and Flexi-Floss is always a winner
in bloodworm patterns and the bead is a good
addition.

Andy Taylor: A great fly that fishes well. I
fished it on a floating line and long leader, as
Michael suggested, with it taking a few nice
trout from my local fishery. It looks great in
clear water. An excellent fish-catching fly.

March Winner
Michael Everitt, Ireland

Hook: Charles Jardine Bug Red, size 10 Bead:
3mm brass bead Thread: Red Tail: Red

marabou Body: Red holographic with pearl
holographic over the top Rib: Red UTC wire
Thorax: Ostrich herl Horns: Red Flexi-Floss

March Runner-Up
Rob Horgan, Hampshire

Hook: Superfly Curved Pupa, size 12
Bead: 2mm pink bead Thread: Red Uni thread

8/0 Tail: Flybox Squirmy – bloodworm red
Legs: Three pairs of red Flexi-Floss knotted
Body: Semperfli Straggle String UV SF3350

Rob said: The fly is a deviant from the Apps
Bloodworm, Squirmy Wormy and the usual
bloodworm patterns. It’s designed to be used
with a slow twitched retrieve or sink-and-draw
style. Alternatively, fish it under an indicator
when there is a chop on the water.

DG: This tyer has really gone the whole hog.
The Squirmy tail and Straggle body are sure
to breathe and wriggle. The knotted legs are
more likely to ‘kick’ than wiggle, but this isn’t
necessarily a bad thing.

SJ: The addition of the Squirmy Worm material
adds to the attraction of this fly.

AT: This fly certainly has plenty of movement!
It caught fish on the pull using a slime line
with the fish taking aggressively. It certainly
looks like it will take fish if presented under
the bung.

Junior Winner
Callum Russell, Gwent

Hook: Fulling Mill Short Shank barbless, size 10
Thread: Nymph-It Hot Orange Body and legs:
Perfect Rubber Red Hackle: Fluorescent Red

Straggle Fritz

FLY-TYING COMPETITION

Traffic Light Bloodworm ALF – Alien Life Form Perfect Nymph-It
Bloodworm

TheBigTieOffWinners
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FLY-TYING COMPETITION

MAY: Tie A Spider
Subtle, mobile and especially
deadly on running water,
this month’s challenge is to 
put your own stamp on the 
time-honoured Spider.

In some ways, our May
Tie Off is a journey into
the past. Before today’s
abundance of space-age,
synthetic and vividly dyed
materials, fly tyers looked to
simple, traditional feathers to
provide movement and ‘life’
to their fly patterns. Long
before hatcheries and stocked
fisheries, their flies had to
fool wild fi sh, often feeding
on tiny invertebrates.

Fast-forward to the present
day and there is still huge
value in the small, subtle fly
patterns we term Spiders.
These are not carbon copies 
of insects but suggestive
patterns. Don’t judge by size
and simplicity, however;
these are still deadly fl ies that
can succeed where others
fail, on rivers and stillwaters
alike.

Natural And Sparse
How will your Spider shape
up compared with the
classics? Some old-school
versions were little more
than thread for a body
and a basic hackle. Others

employed a simple rib or a
contrasting thorax to add
attraction. Some flies, such
as the Black Spider, were 
dark and subtle; others, like
the Partridge and Orange,
went for a more eye-catching
attraction.

The golden rule with 
Spiders is not to overdress
them. Two to two-and-a-
half turns are more than 
enough for the hackle. Less 
is definitely more, and any
body materials and dubbings 
should also be applied 
sparingly.

Classic materials such 
as hen, woodcock and 
snipe feathers have great
movement and natural
colours. That said, we won’t
penalise you for trying a new 
twist with modern materials 
that previous generations
didn’t have access to – a
hint of flash dubbing, a UV
reflective rib or even a small
bead head, for example.

In a nutshell, the judges 
are looking for smart, simple 
designs that have visual
appeal without going OTT.
These flies have a wonderful
history too, hence a little 
homework on classic Spider 
patterns could make great
reading to get you inspired. 
Time to get tying!  

Rules And Hints:
The panel will judge entries not just on tying skills and appearance, but the
thinking and creativity behind each pattern.Above all, have some fun and get
creative!

Give your fly a name, along with a few notes on the pattern, the materials and
hook used. Is it for a particular water or fishing scenario? You can also include
any information on design, materials, or any great catches you have made on it.

One entry per reader each month. Please send one fly only in a light protective
container such as a hook box.

Entries will be judged on a monthly basis, with the best patterns appearing in
future issues.You do not have to enter every month to be in with a chance of
the grand prize at the end of the year.

This competition is open to keen fly tyers of all ages and abilities. However, you
must be an amateur and not a professional tyer and the overall winning entry
for 2016 will not receive a commission rate.

Flies must be tied solely by the entrant.

There are no cash alternatives to any prizes.

Entries are sent at the owners risk. Confirmation of delivery is not possible.
*The judges decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

Dominic Garnett: The author
of ‘Flyfishing for Coarse
Fish’ has tied and designed
flies for many applications,
from predator catchers to
terrestrials.

Many of you will be just getting over the Great
British Bake Off, so to keep you going over the
next year we have put together this exciting new
monthly tying competition. It gives readers the

chance to get creative and win prizes from Turrall, including
the chance to see your deadly design appear in tackle shops
across the UK and beyond.

This is your opportunity to show us your fantastic creations
and win some great prizes each month. So, now that spring has
kicked in, get behind the vice and get tying!

The Panel:

Andy Taylor: As TFF editor
and a fly angler with
international experience,
Andy is always on the
lookout for exciting new
patterns and those with a
competitive edge.

Simon Jefferies: As sales
director at Turrall, Simon
has scrutinised hundreds
of new flies and has a keen
eye for those that appeal to
both fish and anglers.

with

TheBig
TieOff

NEW SERIES
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Get tying to WIN
top-quality prizes
from Turrall!
Each month, three readers will
be rewarded with great prizes
for the fly patterns our panel
likes the best:

Monthly
winner:
Metz Neck
Cape

At the end
of the year,
the overall
senior and
junior winners
picked from
all 2016
entries will
receive a
top-quality Peak Fly Vice (RRP
£169.99), plus the ultimate
prize of seeing their fly in Turrall’s
professionally tied range for 2017!

Monthly runner-up: Turrall FlyPod

Monthly Junior (U18) winner:
Turrall Bamboo Fly Selection

Don’t forget your description and fly!(see Rules and Hints)

Please tick this box if you subscribe to Total FlyFisher magazine.

Entry Form
You must complete this application form with your entry
(photocopies allowed). Complete this form along with a short
description of the fly to include the hook and materials used, its
design and where and how you have fished it to the address below.

Entries for the May Spider pattern must be with us by Friday, May
6th, 2016.

Results will be announced in our July issue.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Email address

Age if under 18

Fly Name

Fly Description

Send your entry to… Turrall Tie Off, Total FlyFisher, 1 Whittle Close,
Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN11 8RQ

Continue on a separate sheet of paper

Sample Spider Pattern
Moorland Spider
Hook: Barbless Wet Fly, size 16
Thread: Tan Body: Pheasant tail

fibres Thorax: Hint of fine Mylar
tinsel Hackle: Partridge (natural)

Head: Pink dubbing

Chris Ogborne’s favourite spider has
a slim profile, plenty of movement
and just a hint of bolder colour.
Intended for running water, it is

ideal for low, clear conditions when
fish distrust large, clumsy flies.
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TotalTackle
Andy Taylor brings you all the
latest and greatest fly fishing
and fly-tying kit to be found in
your local tackle shop.
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Snowbee
Classic Combo Fly Fishing Kit

Spring sees many new anglers coming into the sport, and
knowing what rod, reel and line to buy can be quite daunting.
Getting a good, balanced outfit is essential and Snowbee has
produced five rod, reel and line kits that are ready to use.

Coming in sizes 8ft 6in 4/5-wt, 9ft 5/6-wt, 9ft 6in 6/7-wt,
9ft 7/8wt and 10ft 6/7-wt there is an outfit for those who fish
small stillwaters, rivers or fancy venturing out in the boat on a
big water. The rods are the four-piece Snowbee Classics and

come with a cloth bag for storage, a matching reel loaded with
Snowbee Classic floating line and a tapered leader attached.
All you need to do is tie on your fly! There are even written and
pictorial instructions for this on the box!

These are great combinations ideal for anyone starting out
or for those anglers wanting a reliable setup for a different form
of fly fishing at an affordable price.As an instructor, would I
recommend this kit to a client? Yes.

Contact: 01324 558623
RRP: From 48p
www.iansflies.com

Ian’s Flies
Epoxy Buzzers

As spring starts to kick in, many of us reach
for our nymph boxes to try and catch those
stillwater trout. One fly we shouldn’t be without
is the buzzer, especially those in black.

Ian’s Flies has a great range of buzzers to
cover both big and small waters. The range
of epoxy buzzers on offer is too great to list
here, however his Neon buzzers and those with
different coloured cheeks look like they will
certainly do the business. Some of the buzzers
come in sizes from 10 down to 16.

These are good quality flies, nicely tied at a
great price.
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Wychwood
Connect Series Hoverer Fly Lines

I’ve been using the Hoverer Fly Line on the few
sessions I’ve managed this winter and spring on
my local small waters and have been more than
impressed with it.

Described by Wychwood as a line for
“presenting your flies, with maximum control in
that critical zone the top few feet of water,” this
line does exactly that. The Hoverer is a slow-sink
line with a sink rate of one inch per second,
meaning it holds well in the upper layers.

The WF6 line I used casts well and within
two or three false casts the line is comfortably

making its way out.
The line sinks uniformly; however, in a flat

clam you might need to give it a couple of pulls
to cut it in below the surface. It holds nicely
in the upper layers and is ideal for presenting
nymphs and blobs high in the water.

The line comes in three sizes – 6, 7 and 8-wt
– and has a welded loop for connecting your
leader to.

I like this line, it casts well, is slick and soft in
use and I also quite like the colour! I can’t wait
to use it on the big waters later in the season.

.

WIN
You can win one of

these outfits in our

competition on
page 70.

Distributor: 01908 442949
RRP: £29.99
www.wychwood-game.co.uk
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Distributor: 01752 334933
RRP: £103 to £125 depending on model
www.snowbee.co.uk
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Grando
Flies of the Moment Spring
2016

Coming to your local tackle shop or fishery is
an innovative idea from the guys at Dragon Fly.
Their Grando Flies of the Moment boards offer
a selection of flies suitable for each season of
the year, taking away that dilemma of what fly
to tie on when.

There are 10 seasonal flies to choose from,
all of which are notable fish-catching patterns
for the time of year they have been selected
for.

In the spring collection the Vibrator
Hawthorn and Skinny black buzzer are my two
standout patterns.

The flies are superbly tied and are bang up
to date with the materials used. The fly boards
are a new concept and would be a welcome
site at your local fishery when it comes to
selecting the flies for the day ahead. For
details of your nearest stockists see the advert
on page 96.

Contact: 07540 946996
RRP: £2.50
fntrading@hotmail.com
www.fnflyfishing.co.uk

Following on from the excellent Jelly Fritz comes
the aptly named FNF Chewing Gum! This is a
soft, rubbery chenille designed to create slim
bodies but it can also be used as an alternative
material for worm patterns.

The material is soft, lumpy and curly, which
will give the worms you tie that little extra kick.
It’s a buoyant material so when tied to your hook
will give the fly the weight to sink slowly through
the layers.

The chenille has a nano core, making it is
easy to strip it off to tie onto the hook.

It comes in four colours: hulk (chartreuse),
black, fluorescent red and marshmallow pink,
with approximately two metres per pack.

Frozen North Fly Fishing
FNF Chewing Gum (3mm)

Sharpe’s Of Aberdeen
Lakeside 20 Landing Net

My first impression when I took this net out of the box was what a stunning, well-
made net that oozes quality. This is one of many ‘UK made’ nets from
Sharpe’s, and has a 20in frame, a 52in reach and can
then be folded down to 20 inches and clipped on a
D ring on your waistcoat, making it an ideal trout
and sea trout net.

It has a soft, fish-friendly net mesh that
is 16 inches deep with a pan-shape
bottom that is 18 inches wide, making it
ideal for those who practise catch and
release.The mesh is a combination
of different types of polyester, which
means that it is soft, mildew resistant,
won’t shrink and resists bobbling.

The net pictured is the round Belmont
(5CP) and there are two other models –
the flat front edge Seaforth (41CP) and the
bow-shaped Errol (3CP).These are nets that
are built to last!

Distributor: 01466 794415
RRP: £49.99
www.sharpes.net

Distributor: 01656 862444
RRP: £1
E-mail.terry@dragontackle.com
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The Agility EXP rucksack from Shakespeare is
designed for the mobile angler who likes to
travel light. It’s made from waterproof 600 x
300D material and has padded chest and waist
straps that can be adjusted to fit. Externally
there are two side mesh pockets and retaining
straps for your rod tubes, two small mesh
compartments on the waist strap suitable
for your phone or keys and an open-fronted
compartment where you might keep your drinks
bottle.

In the main internal compartment at the
back there are two small zipped pockets and
four different size internal pockets for all those
small items, while the main compartment is big
enough to house your fly boxes reels etc.

This is a smart-looking bag that is comfortable
to wear and will hold all the essential items
needed for the roving angler.

TACKLE

Distributor: 01665 602771
RRP: £34.99
www.shakespeare-fishing.co.uk
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Shakespeare
Agility EXP Rucksack

Approximate Specifications:
Small: 7.6cm by 10.1cm by 3cm
Medium: 8.6cm by 12.5cm by 3cm
Large: 10.2cm by 16.5cm by 3.5cm

Distributor: 01293 778600
RRP: Small £10.96, Medium
12.96, Large £14.96
www.fullingmill.com

Made from a high-density foam the Morell fly
boxes are lightweight models that come in three
different sizes – small, medium or large.These
almost weightless boxes come in either olive or
royal blue and will hold plenty of flies. Described
as being ‘near unbreakable’ they return to their
natural shape if you should stand on one.A
quick test with my size 10s confirmed this!
Being lightweight the box floats, even with a few
tungsten flies in there!

There are four non-rusting magnets in the lid,
ensuring a tight-fitting seal when shut but still
making it easy to open and close. Internally the
large and medium boxes have either a ridge or
flat foam storage, whereas the small has two
different sizes of ridge storage for small and
medium-sized flies.

I like these boxes and for those of you looking
to lessen the load in your waistcoat then these
boxes are well worth the investment.

Fulling Mill
Morell Fly Boxes

Distributor: 01757 333001
RRP: Single solid colour £1.60, Mixed
Pack £1.99. Dual Inferno Flame £2.50.
www.semperfli.net
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Most of my fly tying tends to be during the
fishing season, tying the patterns I need as I
go along.This time of year sees me switch from
winter lures to the range of nymphs, buzzers and
dries to see me through spring and summer.

The range of Goose Biots from Semperfli
is ideal for such patterns and can be used to
create bodies, tails and cheeks.The biots are
available in 10 colours – black, blue, brown,
olive, natural, red and fluorescent pink, green,
orange and yellow – in the single solid colour
packs.There is a mixed pack offering five

different colours and also the Inferno dual red
and yellow biots.

I like the Inferno and fluorescent colours in
particular and can see these adding life to my
stillwater flies.

Each pack contains five 20cm strands;
enough to see you through a few flies!

Semperfli
Goose Biots

In the March issue the RRP for the

Sportsman Bumper from Turrall was incorrect.

The RRP is £14.99.We apologise for this.
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SINK RATE:
Around 2.5ips

LENGTH:
35 YARDS

COLOUR:
OLIVE & GREEN

TAPER:
WF

LENGTH:
35 YARDS

COLOUR:
PEACH

TAPER:
WF
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TACTICS

Sometimes when you 
say “small-water 
fi shing” many anglers 
automatically assume a 

puddle fi lled with recently stocked 
trout and an armada of  local 
anglers taking up the best spots to 
catch their limit quickly. However, 
small waters have a lot more than 
this to offer, in particular the 
challenge of  catching wise old 
resident fi sh that have seen it all. 

Cwm Hedd Lakes in South 
Wales is one water where there are 
plenty of  such trout, and I set out 
in search out some of  the resident 
feeding fi sh that this water has to 
offer.

Cwm Hedd has a growing 
reputation and is quickly 
becoming one of  the best small-
water fi sheries in Wales. It’s a 
seven-acre spring-fed fi shery 
nestled on the outskirts of  
Newport, which lends itself  to 
the experienced angler looking 
to tempt some of  the educated 
residents, as well as the novice 
angler after some fun on the 
stocked fi sh.

After a long, dry summer and 
high water temperatures, many 
small waters tend to go off  and 
the fi sh sulk into the deeper areas 
of  the lake. But after lengthy cold 
spells throughout the winter the 
water cools and the fi sh become 

Residents In 
The Margins
Welsh international angler Kieron Jenkins visits Cwm Hedd Lakes, where he 

fi nds some quality resident fi sh right under his feet…

more active as spring arrives. The 
fi sh now move into the shallow 
water to feed on buzzers, damsels, 
corixa and shrimps, as well as the 
abundance of  roach fry at this 
venue.

Matt and young Callum Russell 
(a father and son team!) and I turn 
up to fi nd an almost fl at-calm lake 
with half-a-dozen anglers dotted 
on the inside bank near the lodge, 
so we decide to tackle up in front 
of  the lodge to discuss tactics. I 
set up a fl oating line, a 5ft fl oating 
Poly Leader and a length of  6lb 
fl uorocarbon with two size 12 
Crunchers and a brown Wrapped 
Minkie pattern on the point. 

The fl oating line is ideal 
for fi shing the shallow water, 
ensuring the fl y stays above the 
bottom and maximising your 
fi shing time. I wand d 
across to the far 
side of  the lake, 
known as the 
Wading Area, to 
try my luck.

Close 
Encounters
As I walk past 
the fi rst three 
platforms, I spook 
two fi sh that were 
extremely close 
in. I stop and let

mising your
ndered

k
e

Matt Russell selects the 
fl ies for tempting the 

resident fi sh at Cwm Hedd.
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FACT FILE:
Cwm Hedd Lakes
Croesheolydd Farm, Bassaleg, 
Newport, Gwent NP10 8RW
Contact: 01633 896854
E-mail.info@cwmhedd.co.uk
www.cwmhedd.co.uk

Fulling Mill Bung and 
Weighted Blob 

Flies For Cwm Hedd

Squirmies 
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the water settle, and begin to 
peel a few yards of  line from 
the reel. 

Many anglers tend to 
forget that trout do actually 
feed close to the bank and 
simply whack a line out to the 
horizon, spooking anything 
that may have been in close. 

I roll cast the line from 
the ground and once I have 
a short line out I retrieve 
quickly, trying to force water 
through the Minkie so it falls 
through the water column 
faster. I instantly get a bow 
wave behind the fl y with a 
fi sh following it right in to the 
bank. Lifting off  I drop the now 
wet Minkie back to the water 
and a feisty rainbow comes out 
of  the margins and takes just a 
few inches below the surface. 
Sure enough, a resident fi sh of  
around 2lb comes into the net.

I fi sh the area for another 
20 minutes or so without a 
take, with sporadic fi sh rising 
just outside casting range 
playing hard to get. Much 
of  the walkway around the 
lake is higher than the fi shing 
platforms and with many of  
the fi sh at this end of  the lake 
being in the water for quite 
some time they have become 
wary and easily spooked by 

wandering anglers. 
I reel in and move off, 

making my way to where Matt 
and Callum are fi shing.

Fishing The Drop-Offs
Matt, who is just a few 

pl tforms ahead 
o me, is fi shing 
c ose to the bank 
o er a drop-off  
i o around 10 
f et of  water. 
Both stocked and 
r sident trout 
l ke to patrol 
structures, so 
fishing close to 
the margins, 
weed beds and 
drop-offs can 
produce some 
exciting sport. 

As I get nearer 
he strikes, 
unfortunately 
missing the 
take and we 
settle down for 
a chat. Before I 
could even put 

of  it when the anglers have 
moved off. 

I settle on a peg that is quite 
diffi cult to fi sh; the trees are 
close to the right and quite 
thick behind, making for a 
hard back cast – the ideal 
place for fi sh to hold up when 
they’re getting pressured. 

Flicking the fl y from the rod 
and roll casting just 10 or so 
feet out, the bung hardly has 
time to settle before it goes 
skating across the surface! 

A beautiful, fully fi nned 
rainbow that looks to have 
been in the lake quite some 
time is soon in my net. A 
couple of  casts later the 
bung dips; I pause and wait, 
then it disappears, this time 
right along the tree line, and 
another old fi sh gracefully slips 
into the net.

As I slip the fi sh back into 
the water, Matt appears as 
his sport has dried up. I allow 
him to jump onto the platform 
while I sort out a tangle and 
describe how diffi cult it is to 
cast with the surrounding 

my kit down he strikes again, 
this time hooking the fi sh and 
swiftly bringing it to the net. 

He’s fi shing a Sunburst Blob 
under an indicator at around 
fi ve feet in depth. He tells me 
that he started at about eight 
feet, but after missing two 
takes pretty early on as the 
Blob was falling through the 
water he shortened his tippet 
to around half  the length and 
was quickly rewarded with a 
fi ghting-fi t rainbow. 

We sit and talk and within 
10 minutes he nets another 
two fi sh, again taking once the 
Blob settled at the 5ft mark.

Try The Diffi cult Pegs
With Matt explaining that the 
fi sh were deeper over this side 
of  the lake and the conditions 
still almost fl at calm, I too 
set up the bung, fi shing an 
orange Squirmy Worm at fi ve 
feet. 

Earlier in the morning we 
saw fi sh getting caught from 
the point of  the island, so I 
decide to head to the far side 
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Avoid the temptation to 
cast a long line to start with 
– the better fi sh are likely to 

be the margins fi rst.

Young Callum Russell 

with a beautiful resident 

brown from the margins. 
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He twitches the rod, making the fl y lift from the 
bottom, and this grabs the trout’s attention. It darts 

over and engulfs the fl y, right under the rod tip!
obstacles, as he expertly puts 
the fl y into the tree behind! 

Quickly rectifying himself  
he lands his fl y in the prime 
position, not too far from 
where I’d caught the previous 
fi sh. It isn’t long before he too 
is rewarded with a resident 
of  his own, a beautiful fully 
fi nned rainbow around 17 
inches in length! It goes to 
show that persevering in 
an area that is ‘hard’ and 
adapting to the situation can 
pay off.

A Personal Best
As the morning grows old the 
grey cloud disappears, leaving 
a beautiful sunny day. The 
temperature has risen slightly 
and a few fi sh are starting to 
rise, so Callum and I venture 
back to the Wading Area 
hoping for some action. 

We tread gently and move 
slowly close to the reed bed, 

and spot a good brown trout 
right in close to the bank. 
Callum is itching to cast but I 
persuade him to sit and wait, 
to watch its movements. Not 
a lot happens, the fi sh gliding 
about close in unaware of  our 
presence, so Callum decides 
to cast, dropping a weighted 
Sunburst Blob about three feet 
away from where the fi sh has 
settled. 

He twitches the rod, making 
the fl y lift from the bottom, and 
this grabs the trout’s attention. 
It darts over and engulfs the 
fl y, right under the rod tip – 
Callum strikes and the fi sh is 
on! 

Keeping the tension, he 
holds the fi sh hard and 
expertly nets it by himself. 
For a 12-year-old, he can 
fi sh! The fi sh is quickly 
photographed and 
released, a brown of  
near-enough 4lb in 

weight and a personal best!
The fi shing at Cwm Hedd 

has been incredible over 
the last few months, with 
rainbows and browns between 
4lb and 7lb regularly getting 
caught over the winter, 
including a beautiful grown-
on fi sh of  6lb 5oz for me. 

So, now’s the time to get 
out on those small waters and 
target the resident fi sh that 
lurk in the margins. TFF

5ft Airfl o Polyleader

Small 
stillwaters offer 
the chance to 
catch big fi sh right under 
your feet with a quiet and 
careful approach.

5lb or 6lb leader 
length to suit

Kieron’s Bung Setup

Kieron’s Bung Setup
I know many anglers don’t 
like fi shing the bung, but it 
goes without saying that it’s 
probably one of the most 
effective methods on small 
waters – and reservoirs for 
that matter – especially 
when fi shing buzzers. 

For quite some time I’ve 
had trouble getting the 
bung ‘right’ on the leader, 
though. I have mainly been 
using Fish Pimp indicators, 
which slide onto the tippet, 
but after time they tend to 
slip and the silicone insert 
perishes with use. 

During the past few 
months I’ve been using a 
5ft Airfl o Polyleader with 
a tippet ring at the end, a 
dropper of three inches of 
5lb copolymer and a Fulling 
Mill Foam Bung, with the 
tippet/fl y tied directly to the 
ring too. The short dropper 
ensures you’re in direct 
contact when you get takes 
and the Polyleader makes 
for good turnover, even at 
distance.

Small waters are prone to 
pressure from anglers, which 
can often lead to the fi sh 
going off or becoming very 
fi nicky. I tend to fi sh as light 
as possible, usually 5lb or 

6lb, depending on the 
rules of the fi shery. 

Cwm Hedd 
operates a strict 
barbless-only policy 
as a catch and 
release water, with 
a minimum of 6lb 
tippet so as not to 

get broken off by the 
big fi sh that inhabit the 
lake. 

Fulling Mill Foam Bung
Tippet ring

3in dropper

Blob
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Glasgow Angling Centre
Glasgow Angling Centre is a one-stop shop with an
extensive range of game fishing gear, including tackle,
clothing and fly-tying equipment.
www.fishingmegastore.com

Eyebrook Tackle Shop
The East Midlands’ premier fly fishing tackle supplier,
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www.eyebrooktackleshop.co.uk

Manningford Trout Fishery
Fed by the pristine waters of the Hampshire Avon, set in
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www.manningfordtroutfishery.net

Veniard
For quality without compromise – visit our site for a
comprehensive array of fly-tying materials and tools.
www.veniard.com

Turrall
Turrall flies are recognised across the world for their
unequalled excellence.
www.turrall.com

Fulling Mill
Probably the world’s most experienced manufacturer of
top-quality fishing flies, distributed globally.
www.fullingmill.com
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Visit our TFF website for up-to-date news, blogs, fly tying
videos and much more!
www.totalflyfisher.com

Angling Answers
TFF’s forum website for expert answers to all your
technical and tactical fishing questions!
www.anglinganswers.com
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Dever Springs
A big-fish water where 20lb-plus rainbows and large
browns are taken each season, the two spring-fed lakes
total six acres, plus a half-mile stretch of the River Dever.
www.deversprings.co.uk
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Selectafly
Selectafly offer the Original and now the Pro Range –
plus the entire Fulling Mill range. FREE POSTAGE on UK
delivery (online fly only orders over £10).
www.selectafly.com
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SmartFlybox
SmartFlybox merges your smartphone and fly boxes to
help remember where and what flies you have in your fly
box, and what successes you might have had with them.
www.smartflybox.com
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TFF contributor 
and angling coach 
Ron Taylor shares 
his thoughts on fl y 
fi shing, a passion 
that started over 40 
years ago on the 
River Twrch…

Ron Taylor

20
QUESTIONS

Age: 66 Occupation: Retired solicitor/game angling 
coach Lives: Mottram St Andrew, Cheshire

How long have you been fi shing for?
Fifty-eight years. I started with a rod 
I made from a garden cane and an 
old wooden reel I found in my dad’s 
shed. Roach in the local farmer’s pit 
were the quarry, and very obliging they 
were.

How did you get into fl y fi shing?
My fi rst attempts were on the River 
Vyrnwy with a bubble fl oat, with one 
half fi lled with water, using a spinning 
rod catching chub and small brownies 
on a dry fl y. 

I was shown how to cast a fl y on 
the front lawn of my digs in Liverpool, 
in between studying law, by a 
gentleman called Horry Ballard who 
lived in the ground-fl oor fl at. I was 18.

First place you fl y fi shed?
Llanuwchllyn, North Wales, on the 
River Twrch, a tributary of the upper 
Dee above Bala Lake. I was fi shing 
downstream with nymphs and dry fl ies 
with a 7ft split-cane rod given to me 
by Horry. I was hooked far deeper than 
the fi rst fi sh I took!

First fi sh caught on a fl y?
Not sure whether it was a small 
brownie or a salmon parr. I couldn’t 
tell the difference then, but it took a 
Bloody Butcher.

Favourite fl y fi shing method? 
Dry fl y, whether on a brook, river, 
lake or reservoir. Totally absorbing 
concentrating on the fl y and casting to 
rising fi sh.

Favourite three pieces of fl y fi shing 
tackle? 
My Loop Opti Spey 15ft rod. I can 
throw long lines all day with this and 
never get tired. Second comes my 
Orvis outfi t – Helios 6-wt and a gold 
Mirage reel. I bought it for my own 
retirement present, my most versatile 
kit. Frog’s Fanny has to get a mention, 
a very effective fl oatant.

Top fl y of 2015? 
The Cascade Waddington. I took a 
salmon on this from the Spey and that 
makes it very special. For trout the 

Stimulator left everything else in its 
wake last year.

Team of fl ies to stake your life on?
A Stimulator on the point or top 
dropper, and a Diawl Bach and a red 
buzzer down the cast. I’ve no idea 
how many fi sh I have caught on this 
combination in various situations.

Most memorable fi sh on a fl y?
A coho (silver salmon) of 23lb taken 
in the Bristol Bay area of Alaska on 
a pink Woolly Bugger. It took three-
quarters of an hour to land on a 9ft 
single-handed Scott 9-wt rod, despite 
the attentions of a grizzly bear that 
the guide frightened off with pepper 
spray!

Angling Heroes?
The man who taught me more about 
fl y fi shing than anyone, and still does, 
Brian Furzer; the best I have ever 
seen and I have fi shed with some 
good ones. I also have to mention 
Hugh Falkus and Lefty Kreh.

Do you do other types of fi shing? 
Any sort. Give me a rod over water 
and I would be on the end of it. The 
anticipation and the take are the 
motivation, whatever the technique or 
quarry. There’s not enough time for 
variety now because my passion is fl y 
fi shing in all its styles.

Pink Woolly Bugger The Stimulator Cascade Waddington



How can we encourage new anglers 
into fl y fi shing?
All clubs and associations should 
allow free fl y fi shing for under 15s if 
accompanied by a member; get them 
young and you have them for life. 

There should be no requirement for 
an Environment Agency licence in such 
circumstances. 

Open days for adults with tackle 
provided by the club is also a good 
idea to get people to come and have 
a go.

Where do you see fl y fi shing being at 
in 2030?
Just as popular as it is now, or even 
more so, because the decline will 
have been arrested. I believe the next 
generation will realise that trout and 
salmon are found in the most beautiful 
and tranquil of places. They will 
discover a refuge from the digital rat 
race that is hard to equal.

INTERVIEW

Your dream fl y fi shing destination?
I still have dreams of New Zealand 
and Patagonia but my real dream 
destination is Alaska, even though I 
have been lucky enough to go there 
three times.

Most embarrassing angling 
experience?
The hook through my Labrador’s nose 
has to take some beating but there 
have been plenty, and more to come I 
suspect!

Best Venue?
The Nushagak River, Bristol Bay, 
Alaska. Absolutely brilliant fl y fi shing 
and wonderful country. (Fishing 
Unlimited Lodge, Port Alsworth, Lake 
Clark, Alaska: www.alaskalodge.com) 

What things wind you up the most in 
fl y fi shing?
Killing salmon when the stocks on a 

SPONSORED BY
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river are not sustainable, that is just 
totally selfi sh and irresponsible.

What changes would you like to see 
in fl y fi shing locally and within the 
UK?
Locally, I’d like to see far more 
attention paid to promoting the sport 
to young people, and nationally more 
investment, from both the Government 
and privately, in conserving salmon 
stocks.

Do you tie your own fl ies?
I do, but I buy far more than I tie. My 
Gold Head Nobbler, however, is a real 
killer in all sizes and colours.

Favourite fi shing programme?
I really enjoyed Hywel Morgan’s 
instructional programmes because I 
learnt a lot from his technique, which 
I have been able to utilise in my own 
coaching.

Wading the beautiful 
River Tweed.

A 23lb coho salmon 
caught on a pink Woolly 
Bugger – it took Ron 45 
minutes to bring it to the 
net!
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It’s A Small 
World!

Clark Colman enjoys a short 
but memorable visit to one 

of his favourite Cumbrian 
hill tarns, Small Water, and 

meets a true Lakeland 
angling legend along the 

way.

“Diffi cult 
of  access 
and often 
disappointing” 

was how the Where To Fish 
guide for 1961-2 wrote of  
Small Water, an 11-acre 
tarn above Mardale in what 
Lakeland guidebook writer 
Alfred Wainwright called “the 
Far Eastern Fells”. I’m sure 
the contributor to this veteran 
publication had his reasons 
for such condemnation but as 

my line pulled tight halfway 
through the retrieve, and the 
rod bent against the dash of  a 
wild mountain brown trout, I 
couldn’t have disagreed more.    

A Flying Visit
Regardless of  the plump, 
lively fi sh that had snatched 
my fl y, the dramatic scenery 
and atmosphere around 
Small Water was enough 
to render disappointment 
an impossibility. As to the 
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diffi culty of  reaching the tarn, 
which lies at an altitude of  
just under 1,500 feet, I’m sure 
that by the time we’d returned 
to the cars, my companion 
for this short but memorable 
session had developed at least 
a degree of  sympathy for the 
view expressed in my old book. 

This was the second time 
in two days that I’d dragged 
TFF editor Andy Taylor into 
the high Cumbrian hills. With 
the memory of  yesterday’s 

exertions still fresh in his mind 
and legs, Andy will be the fi rst 
to admit that he was in no 
hurry to set out on yet another 
steep climb! 

With plenty of  trout and 
pictures already secured, 
along with changeable 
weather conditions and 
lengthy drives home looming, 
the plan we’d hatched over 
breakfast was simple. We’d 
drive up from our Kendal 
base to the Mardale Head car 

park and try some mountain 
stream fi shing, while waiting 
for a sustained break in the 
weather that might give us a 
chance of  the cover shot we 
were still after. If  it came, we’d 
immediately strike out for 
Small Water before the clouds 
and rain descended again. If  
not, we’d carry on up the beck 
that runs down from the tarn 
into Haweswater for a little 
while longer before calling it 
a day.

A Familiar Face
As our Land Rovers picked 
their way through the driving 
rain, I wasn’t even sure 
whether we’d make it out of  
the car park. Still, we weren’t 
the only ones braving the 
wet weather and narrow, 
twisting roads in the hope of  
some sport to the fl y. Another 
angler was already tackling 
up in a small lay-by near the 
Haweswater Hotel – no doubt 
intent on fooling a few of  

The dramatic scenery at 
Small Water, well worth 
the steep walk from the 
car park at Haweswater.
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the better than average wild 
brownies that share their 
home in Mardale’s dramatic, 
moody reservoir with the 
occasional silvery schelly. 

Taking your eyes off  the 
road here can be risky even on 
a fi ne day, so I allowed myself  
only the merest glance to the 
left as I passed by, with Andy 
following close behind. There 
was something about the 
elderly chap’s face and attire 
– what little I saw of  it – that 
seemed familiar, though at the 
time I was more concerned 
with road safety and reaching 
our destination than trying to 
remember where I’d seen him 
before!

Few vehicles had beaten 
us to Mardale Head that 
morning, and we were in two 
minds whether to applaud 
or pity the handful of  hardy 
walkers setting off  up the 
track into the fells. Even in the 
worst of  weather conditions 
this rugged corner of  
Lakeland still has its charms, 
and with the rain still falling, 
Andy and I were perfectly 
content to sit in the front of  
his Freelander and put the 
game angling world to right, 
while watching white streaks 
of  water streaming down the 
surrounding hillside ghylls, 
and dark clouds stalking over 
Harter Fell, High Street and 
the Nan Bield Pass. I thought 
of  the other fl yfi sher we’d 

seen, and hoped that he too 
was taking shelter from the 
elements in the warmth of  his 
little white car.

Braving It On The Beck
Just as we were starting to 
contemplate heading for 
home, the rain eased off  into a 
faint drizzle and an optimistic 
hint of  blue sky appeared 
overhead. 

to be had in Mardale Beck, 
the racing currents and low 
temperature (even in May 
these hill streams can still be 
icy to the touch) meant that 
however hungry they might 
be, tempting one wouldn’t 
be anything less than 
challenging.

After a few minutes’ worth 
of  pocket picking with a fi xed-
line duo setup, the bushy 
Retirer Sedge on the dropper 
disappeared as it drifted below 
a bankside boulder. I’m sure 
many of  us have experienced 
what followed, and there are 
few things more humbling 
to a fl y angler than four or 
fi ve inches of  startled wild 
brownie hurtling through the 

air towards you on the strike! 
I couldn’t help but beam 

with delight as I eased the 
size 16 barbless Copperhead 
Pheasant Tail Nymph from 
the corner of  his mouth. His 
little spots were more orange 
than red, and they glowed 
like gemstones in the pale 
morning sunlight before the 
fi sh twisted out of  my wetted 
hand and disappeared back 
into the tough, rough-and-
tumble world from which, 
somehow, trout still manage 
to eke out an existence here.       

Putting A Name To A Face
With dark clouds looming 
once again, Andy was keen 
to reach Small Water before 
it got too late, so I reluctantly 
forced myself  away from the 
beck and prepared to move 
off. I had, however, left my 
waterproof  map case in the 
car, so decided to jog back and 
recover it rather than risk my 
map getting soaked to pulp by 

His little red spots were more 
orange than red, and they 

glowed like gemstones in the 
pale morning sunlight.

“It’s now or never!” 
announced Andy, so we 
sprang from the car, grabbed 
our gear and headed off  
across a slippery wooden 
footbridge towards Mardale 
Beck – a boisterous, gin-clear 
watercourse of  boulders, 
pockets and miniature falls 
below the nearby confl uence 
of  Blea Water and Small Water 
becks.

Such high-gradient upland 
streams are seldom, if  ever, 
fi shed today, with few now 
containing those four-to-
the-pound pan fi llers that 
once delighted anglers of  
yesteryear. While I already 
knew for a fact that there 
were still one or two trout 

The many becks also offer 
some superb sport and are 
well worth a cast between 
fi shing the tarns.

Tarn expert Terry Cousin shares 
his many years of knowledge of 

the Lake District waters.
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any further rain. 
In doing so, I discovered that 

the angler we’d encountered 
earlier had made his way 
down to the car park, and was 
now preparing to try his luck 
in the shallow, likely looking 
bay below it. He smiled warmly 
as I drew near, before asking 
where we were bound. When 
I explained that Small Water 

was our objective, as part of  
an assignment for a fl y fi shing 
magazine, he became even 
more interested. 

“I know it well,” he said over 
a fi rm handshake. “My name’s 
Terry Cousin.” 

It was then that I realised 
where I’d seen that wide-
brimmed hat, spectacle cord 
and lean, outdoorsman’s face 

before. This was one of  my all-
time Lakeland angling heroes, 
whose newspaper articles and 
magazine contributions I’d 
read for years – but whom, 
until now, I’d seen only in 
photographs. 

An all-round angler, 
vintage-tackle enthusiast, 
former River Eden bailiff, 
award-winning entomologist 
and conservationist, Terry’s 
also the veteran fi shing 
columnist for the Cumberland 
and Westmorland Herald. 
His sage advice on all matters 
piscatorial, and dedicated work 
on the signifi cance of  river fl ies 
for anglers and running-water 
environments in general, 
have benefi ted many related 
organisations both locally 
and nationally – and in 2008 
brought Terry a special award 

‘in recognition of  excellence 
and achievement’ from the 
(then) Association of  Rivers 
Trusts and the Salmon & Trout 
Association.

I was honoured when Terry 
agreed to appear with me 
in front of  Andy’s camera. 
You’d struggle to better his 
knowledge of  the fi shing 
to be had on Cumbrian hill 
tarns, and with Small Water 
evidently one of  his favourites, 
I could quite happily have 
stayed to reap the benefi t of  
his wisdom on this and other 
venues all day. 

However, with time running 
out for Andy and me, and the 
Haweswater trout awaiting 
Terry’s skilful attention, we 
said our goodbyes and parted 
company in the hope of  
meeting up again soon.

Fishing along the ledge on the drop-offs proved 
to be the place where the tarn trout held. Takes 
would come on the hang just off the visible shelf.

A range of traditional wets should be all 
you need to tempt the tarn trout. Black 
was the most successful colour.
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A Rewarding Climb 
Whatever mood the Small 
Water brownies might be 
in, my day had already been 
well and truly enriched by 
a hill-stream fi sh and a true 
Lakeland angling legend. And 
there were even more delights 
to come when, after a steady 
climb up a well-defi ned track, 
we scrambled up the fi nal, 
narrower section and caught 
our fi rst glimpse of  the tarn. 

Surrounded by rocky, 
grassy slopes, and 
overshadowed by the 
dramatic Nan Bield Pass, 
its rippling and sun-
dappled water was very 
welcome in photographic 
terms, and we soon had 
the potential cover shot 
we’d been hoping for. All 
we needed now was a trout 
or two; however, the cold 
water and bright, breezy 
conditions weren’t going to 
make this easy. 

Cast-and-step tactics near 
the entrance of  a feeder 
stream on the southwestern 

shoreline came up trumps 
for me. Ten minutes’ work 
with a 9ft 6in 6-wt  rod, slow 
intermediate line, 16ft leader 
of  4lb fl uorocarbon and two 
traditional wet fl ies spaced 
eight feet apart, produced a 
solid, lightning-fast tug from 
a plump, plucky fi sh with 
spots like a leopard. For once, 
it hadn’t preferred the size 
14 Black and Peacock Spider 
on the point, instead opting 
for the fl ashier charms of  a 
similarly sized Silver March 
Brown on the dropper

Then it was my turn to 
go behind the lens as we 
negotiated our way round 
the rocky margins, so that 
Andy could try his favoured 
area around another feeder 
on the shallower, shelving 
northeastern shore. His line, 
leader and fl ies had barely 
settled beyond the drop-off  
before our second, similarly 
sized, Small Water brownie 
was fi ghting for its freedom 
after pouncing on a black 
pearly Dabbler variant – also 
on the top dropper  

Our short but sweet second 
day in the Lake District 
mountains ended with a 
fairly quick descent back 
to the car park at Mardale 
Head where, having caught 
two nice fi sh of his own on 
Haweswater, Terry Cousin 
was also packing up. 

Despite the aching legs, 
thumping heartbeat and dry 
throat he’d endured along 
the way, Andy had clearly 
been mesmerised by our hill 
stream and tarn adventures. 
As he bid goodbye to Terry 
and me, I’m sure that part 
of him wasn’t at all sure 
how easy it would be to 
return to stocked fi sheries 
after the thrill and beauty of 
his fi rst-ever tarn trout. I well 
remember having similar 
feelings over 20 years ago. 

For my part, it had been 
good to revisit Small Water, 
if only for a little while. Every 
inch the classic Lakeland 
hill tarn, my experience had 
been rendered all the more 
memorable for meeting Terry 
Cousin, and I’ll certainly 
ever forget his parting 
ords to me before I too 
eaded for home.

“I didn’t expect to 
meet another angler out 
here today,” he said, after 
another good chat and a 
fi nal handshake. “And I’ve 
certainly met a friend.” 
What more could I have 
asked for?

Mission 
Accomplished

TFF

After a steady climb up a well-defi ned track, we 
scrambled up the fi nal, narrower section and 

caught our fi rst glimpse of  the tarn.

Brown on the dropper. on the top dropper. hi
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The tarn trout are as pretty as 
the scenery they inhabit.

These heavily spotted fi sh 

are truly beautiful.



FROM QUIRKY TO PLAIN USEFUL, WE’VE GOT THE GIFTS THAT ANGLERS WANT

To see our full range of gifts visit www.shopatdhp.com
FACEBOOK PINTEREST

Stuff  That 

Anglers Want dhpublishing

Hip Flask And Cup Set 
£15.99 | JOED_003

Rainbow Trout Cushion (large) 

£17.99 | GABY_002

Brown Trout Coasters
£15.99 | MAYF_009

Cast Iron Bott le Opener
£9.99 | CGB_003

Brown Trout Mug
£10.95 | MAYF_006

Atlantic Salmon Coasters
£15.99 | MAYF_008

Brown Trout Cushion (large) 

£17.99 | GABY_001

I ❤ Fishing Mug 
£4.99 | GDHP_001

Four Seasons In Fly Fishing
£9.99 | BKZ_019

Brown Trout Lapel Pin
£4.50 | CADO_005

OTHER SIZES 

AND SPECIES 

AVAILABLE

SEE WEBSITE 
FOR DETAILS
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That Sinking 
Feeling

There’s A Moose 
Loose…
Andy Bowman brings us The Moose, a 
pattern he has been using with great 
success for stillwater summer pike

Mayfl y Magic
Tom ‘Doc’ Sullivan reveals the fl ies 
and tactics for Mayfl ies on the 
Irish loughs

GAIA instructors Paul and Sue Sissons 
give us the lowdown on fast-sinking lines 
at Ladybower Reservoir

16
Flies Of 
The Year
George Barron and 

Ben Beckwith share 

their top fi sh-catching 

patterns

PLUS: The Big Tie Off, Pimped-Up Patterns, 

Flies For All Seasons, Ask The Panel, Total 

Tackle and One Last Cast

Cochs Are Calling
Welsh international angler George 
Barron tackles Elan Valley brownies 
feeding hard on the Coch-y-Bonddu 
beetle



www.yorkshiregameangling.com TELEPHONE

0845 301 1450
Over 2,000 Patterns Of Flies Together 

With Over 10,000 Stock Lines!

VISIT OUR
 WEBSITE FOR 

WEEKLY DEALS!
Telephone Post: £6.50 Online Post: £2.95Vulcan Works, Chesterton Road, Eastwood Trading Estate, Rotherham, S. Yorks, S65 1SU

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR LATEST DEALS
WE STOCK ALL THE BIG BRANDS!

RRP £29.99 
NOW ONLY £14.99

www.yorkshiregameangling.co.uk

CLEAR SEAL FLY BOX XL SIGMA COMBO

SK3 CASSETTE REEL 7/8CLEAR SEAL XL WITH 
50 ASSORTED FLIES

GR70 RODS

SIZES: S - XXL

A compact frame, fitted with a coated 
mesh bag. EASY RINSE AND SHAKE D
Use as a stripping basket which stops 
your fly line getting all over you, the sea  
and/or the bottom of the boat. 

STRATA HOODY

STONEFLY CADDIE CLAMP 
+ LINE TRAY

GAME BAGS

GAME BAG

NOW ONLY 
£14.99

WAS £39.99
Relax after a good day’s fishing 
in this comfortable, cosy hoody 
in super-soft heavy brushed 
back jersey. The lined hood 
features a cool red trim and 
extra wide drawcord.

• Double fly box, robust
• tight Closings
• transparent Lid
• reinforced Foam
• Adapted to all sizes of flies  
   nymphs to steamers flies
• Great competition fly box

Comes with 50 
assorted trout 
flies to suit any 
water!
fl

NOW ONLY 
£19.99

RRP £37.98

IN STOCK FROM 
ONLY £179.99

NEW 
FOR 2016

£69.99
ONLY

• 4 pc rods
• Lightweight carb
• Titanium Oxide Striper guides
• Stainless steel single leg guides (S G)
• AA quality cork
• Half Wells on the 7ft, 8ft, 8ft 6 an 9 t
• Full Wells on the 9ft6 and 10ft
• Supplied in Cordura tube

45 x 35 x 12cm ONLY £15.99

99

s:

SSIIGMA COSIGIGGMMA COOMBOCOOMMBOOBO

bon blank

£6£66
OOOOO

(SLGLG))

nd 9ft

• 3 spare spools, neoprene carry case.
• Spools interchangeable for left or right  
    hand wind.
• Large arbour design for fast retrieve and   
    minimum line memory.
        • Powerful disc drag.

NOW ONLY 
£44.99

WAS £54.99

RY. 

at t

ONLY £7.99
RRP £49.98

FROM £13.99
RRP £29.99

LESS 
THAN
HALF 
PRICE

AME BAGGGAAMME BBAGG

The Shakespeare Sigma 
Shoulder Bags provide 
great quality and features 
at a competitive price. All 
are big enough to carry 
your everyday essentials.

Game Bag 1 - 35cm x 10 cm x 28 cm
Game Bag 2 - 35cm x 10 cm x 26 cm

BAG 1 BAG 2

WIDE RANGE OF FLY SELECTIONS
IN STOCK NOW! FROM 

ONLY 
£5

GRGGRR7

EARLY SEASON 
FLIES 

3 FOR £1

NEW 
FOR 2016
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3 BARNSFOLD WATERS
ALL YEAR ROUND TROUT FISHING

Approx. 6 miles from junction 32 on M6
Fishing 8am til dusk. Day tickets £24 (4 fi sh)

Half day any 6 hrs £20 (3 fi sh) - Half day any 6 hrs £17 (2 fi sh)
Full day sport £18 - Half day sport £14 - Evening 4 hrs £13 (1 fi sh)

Boat hire/Tackle hire/Expert casting tuition - Season Tickets available

Goosnargh, Nr Preston. Tel/Fax: 01995 61583
w w w . b a r n s f o l d w a t e r s . c o . u k

STOCKED DAILY

GLE
NQUICKEN FARMGLENQUICKEN FARM

TROUT FISHERYTROUT FISHERY

Creetown, Newton Stewart,
Wigtownshire DG8 7ET

TELEPHONE: 01671 820593
4.5 acre trout lough stocked with

150 fi sh to the acre from 2lb to 16lb+
Open from 8am until dusk all year

Full facilities and holiday cottages on site

www.glenquickenfarm.co.uk
JERICHO LOCH DUMFRIES, SCOTLAND

Troutmasters Water, 12 acres, Rainbow, Brook, Browns.
Fly Only • Clubs welcome

NOW STOCKING: Hard Fighting Tiger Trout - 2lb to 6lb
FISHING LODGE with kitchen and toilet facilities

Day tickets available at Loch • Visitors Day ticket £25 (4 fi sh limit)
• Any 4 hours (2 fi sh limit) £15 • Any 4 hours (1 fi sh limit) catch and release £20

For more information visit
www.jericho-fl y-fi shers.co.uk

or call 01387 750247

www.stillwatersalmon.com

Salmon fi shing
Spring fed lake

Full of Silver Salmon
Just bring your strong trout tackle

10 mins Rutland Water

Booking only. Tel: 01780 411427
Mobile: 0775 9481255

TO ADVERTISE ON OUR CLASSIFIED PAGE

PLEASE CONTACT JULIE PURNELL
ON: 07802 807893
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Bookings and details: www.deversprings.co.uk
Tel: 01264 720592 Ι E-mail: info@deversprings.co.uk

Dever Springs, Barton Stacey, Winchester, Hants SO21 3NP

•  Corporate and party bookings taken
•  Cast & Blast Corporate Days available 
 – including tuition with an Olympic medalist
•  Fly Fishing – quality large browns and rainbows
•  Record Brown 28lb 4oz
•  Lodge with ticket offi ce/shop, weighing shed,  
 vending machine and toilet facilities

GRANDO FLIES OF THE MOMENT STOCKISTS SHOPS
Garry Evans, Cardiff - 02920 619828 - www.garryevans.co.uk

Garry Evans, Newport - 01633 855086 - www.garryevans.co.uk
Glasgow Angling Centre - 01412 128880 - www.fi shingmegastore.com

Foxon’s, St. Asaph - 01745 583583 - www.foxons.com
World of Water, Westby - 01772 684129 - www.worldofwater.com

Lagoon Bait & Tackle, Hove - 01273 415879 - www.lagoonbaithove.co.uk
David McMillan, Dumfries - 01387 252075

Newtown Angling, Powys - 01686 624044 - www.newtownanglingpowys.co.uk
Lancaster Fishing and Leisure - 01524 844970 - www.lancasterfi shing.co.uk
Foster’s of Birmingham - 01213 443333 - www.fostersofbirmingham.co.uk
The Bridge Guns & Tackle - 02871 880826 - www.bridgegunsandtackle.com

FISHERIES
Lechlade Trout Fishery - 01367 253266 - www.lechladetrout.co.uk

Garnffrwd Trout Fishery - 01269 870539 - www.garnffrwdfl yfi shing.co.uk
Mick’s Tackle, Durham - 07901 538587 - www.mickstackle.net

Coltsford Mill Oxted, Surry - 01883 715666 - www.coltsfordmill-fi shery.co.uk
Sevenoaks Fishery, Pontyclun - 01446 622236 - www.sevenoaksfi shfarm.co.uk

See product review on page 76
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Tuition and guiding on
the Midlands reservoirs.

AT Licensed Level 2 Coach
Game and Coarse Fishing

T: 07922 126154
www.schooloffi shing.com

T: 077759 91485
www.fl yfi shlondon.co.uk

• GAIA: APGAI Single-Handed
& GAIC Double-Handed

Instructor

T: 01539 733297 - 07886 817770
E: bobcarlson@btinternet.com
www.fl yfi shingtuition.co.uk

Single-Handed Fly Fishing Instructors.
Friendly Instruction for beginners to 

advanced in South Cumbria.
GAIC & APGAI

T: 00353 (0)93 34688
www.loughcorribfl yfi shing.com

•Guided fi shing
• Fly casting/fi shing instruction

• 2 en-suite bedrooms
• Evening meals on request

Lakeside B&B on the shores
of Lough Corrib, Ireland.

T: 01669 621417 - 07753 639135
E: kevcdawson@gmail.com

www.kevcdawson.wix.com
/kevdawsonfl yfi shing

Guiding on rivers / stillwaters,
organised fi shing trips.

Gaic SH tuition available

T: 01572 722422
www.rutlandwaterfl yfi shing.co.uk

Rob Waddington
GAIA and Level 2 coach and

Orvis-Endorsed Fly Fishing Guide

Barry GranthamBarry Grantham

T: 01522 878317 - 07722 245879
E: barrygrantham@hotmail.com

www.barrygrantham.co.uk

Qualifi cations -
GAIAC Single-Handed  L2 cert

Lincoln Lincolnshire  LN5 8RL

Ian Griffi n
GAIA Single & 

Double-Handed Instructor.
Casting Lessons, Guided

Tuition, River or Stillwater.

All lessons delivered at a pace to suit you.

T: 07760 884450
E: cheshirefl yfi sh@ymail.com

www.cheshirefl yfi shing.co.uk

Andy Grey Fly FishingAndy Grey Fly Fishing
Qualifi cations - GAIC Single-Handed

•Oxfordshire/Gloucestershire/Cotswolds
•Guiding and tuition on rivers and still waters  

•Casting Tuition

/ Andy Grey Fly Fishing
www.andygreyfl yfi shing.com

T: 07770 650537
E: andygrey@me.com

www.barrymitchellfi shing.co.uk

Qualifi ed Double
& Single-handed 

 North East
& Borders region

T: 01670 518618 - 07979 023301
E: bmitchellfi shing@gmail.com

/ Barry Mitchell Fishing

Andy Smith GAIC, APGAI
Qualifi ed for both trout

and salmon.
Arctic Silver Pro-team.

East Midlands / Nottingham
T: 07778 470286

www.reelfl yfi shing.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE ON OUR CLASSIFIED PAGE

PLEASE CONTACT JULIE PURNELL
ON: 07802 807893

F                 R
TOTAL Rosslynlee Trout Fishery

4 miles south of Bonnyrigg, Midlothian. Hard fi ghting Rainbow, Brown & 
Blue trout up to double-fi gure weight.

Bank fi shing & two boats available. Open from 9am

www.rosslynleetroutfi shery.co.uk
Tel: 01968 679606

T: 01590 671893 - 07762 183583
E: cbrightfl yfi shing@tiscali.co.uk

www.chrisbrightfl yfi shing.co.uk 

GAIC and ADB level 2

Tuition and guiding in Hampshire and Dorset

T: 07729 372930
E: lairdfl yfi shing@gmail.com
www.lairdfl yfi shing.co.uk

Ian Phillips
GAIC Single-Handed (Trout)

UKCC Level 2 Cert

T: 07795 214934
www.nwalesfl yfi shingschool.com 

Robert Glynn
L2/Stanic national instructor, 

1-4 day courses salmon and trout, grayling,
seabass, mullet or pollack. Wales.

50 years of experience
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Sadly there are not too many fl y fi shing 
competitions that I would expect to 
win. When it comes to the number 
of fi sh caught, well I’m quite good 

at most forms of fl y fi shing – but I’m not the 
best at any. And my home-tied fl ies, although 
they catch me plenty of fi sh and stand up 
to comparison with most commercially tied 
patterns, won’t win any beauty pageants. 

What about casting? I can chuck a team 
of fl ies out a fair distance, but competitive 
casting will never be my bag. 

But if there is one sphere that I reckon I’m 
right up there on, one arena where I can hold 
my head up high, it’s the distance I have to 
travel to go fi shing. Not for me rolling out of 
bed and onto the riverbank, any day’s fi shing 
involves travel – and lots of it. 

Now, before some of you start getting hot 
and bothered about round-the-world fl ights 
and helicopter journeys, stop! I’m not talking 
about long-haul fi shing. If you’re lucky enough 
to travel to Russia to fi sh for salmon, or to 
Cuba for the bonefi sh, then lucky you (and 
sorry, no sympathy for the jet lag!). I’m talking 
about your bread and butter, week in, week 
out fi shing. 

Being based in London, there are some 
great fl y fi shing options. Syon Park is where 
I learnt to fi sh and is second to none as a 
well-stocked, crystal-clear small water. And 
Walthamstow Reservoir is an amazing bank 
fi shery right in the centre of London. But 
if, like me, you hanker for the boats of the 
mighty Midlands reservoirs or the glorious 
surroundings of the north of England and 
stunning Scotland, then you’d better get used 
to driving – a lot. 

Fish Miles
If there were such a thing as ‘fi sh miles’ – that 
is, the amount of miles covered per fi sh – I 
would have lots and lots of them. Make that 

REGULAR LAST CAST

thousands. In fact, I would be winning medals 
and getting awards for the sheer quantity of 
fi sh miles I have racked up. But sadly there 
isn’t and at the moment all I get from my 
fellow anglers when I arrive at a far-fl ung 
water is a raised eyebrow and a: “You drove 
all the way from London! Really?” 

This got me thinking. What is an acceptable 
distance to travel for a day’s fi shing? What 
is a reasonable tally of fi sh per mile? So I 
thought about creating a spreadsheet, with 
columns and complicated sets of fi gures 
involving the price of petrol, the opportunity 
cost of losing a day’s work, the cost of the 
disruption to home life and Brownie points – 
is there any hobby that costs so much?

That 4am Start
Then I realised this was pointless. Because 
fi shing is not the real world, this is the weird 
twilight zone also known as ‘hobby’. Because 
the answer is simple. Zero. Zilch. Nothing. No 
fi sh at all. Because it’s not about the fi sh, well 
not completely. 

We have all done it. Set an alarm for 4am, 
driven across the country, arrived in time for 
a gorgeous sunrise, enjoyed good company, 

Jem Packer explores the lengths that some of us are willing to go to 
for a day’s fishing and asks: how far is too far?

TOTAL FLYFISHER May 2016

missed a big one, but had a great day out. 
That’s a lot of ‘fi sh miles’ for not many fi sh; in 
fact none at all!

The trouble is explaining that to a non-
fl yfi sher. They all think we are raving mad. That 
is why it is best not to do the costing!  

So what are the outer limits to distance 
covered for a day’s fi shing? How far is 
okay? I guess it’s the point at which the 
inconvenience of driving outweighs the 
enjoyment of fi shing. Because for every joyous 
4am start that has led to an enjoyable blank 
there have been other less enjoyable trips. The 
ones where we snap a rod, lose a fl y box, get 
endless tangles. On more than one occasion 
I have sat in traffi c jams to and from a fi shery 
for longer than I have actually spent there 
fi shing. This to me is the outer limit. 

The trouble is, when the alarm goes off 
at 4am you don’t know what the day holds 
and this is the beauty of fi shing. So I’m left 
making endless long journeys, racking up 
those fi sh miles for those mostly amazing 
days – and I’m willing to tolerate the odd 
stinker. 

Still, I expect plenty of you are thinking: 
“Serves him right for living in London!”

The scenery and the fi shing are 
always worth the early starts and 
long drives… aren’t they?

TFF

Driven To Distraction



STOCKIST OF NISSIN 
TENKARA RODS

 Length Action Price
Pro Square 3.2m 6:4 £138
Pro Square 3.2m 7:3 £148
Pro Square 3.6m 6:4 £148
Pro Square 3.6m 7:3 £160
Pro Square 3.6m 8:2 £171
Pro Square 3.9m 6:4 £165
Pro Square 4.5m 6:4 £179

Casting 
Pool On 

Site

SPECIALISTS IN TACKLE FOR 
ALL YOUR DESTINATION 
FISHING ADVENTURES.

RODS, REELS, FLIES, 
LURES AND EVERYTHING

 IN BETWEEN!

JET SINTRIX FLY RODS
Light easy to use rods built on Sintrix 330 

blanks for improved strength and durability
• Fuji butt guides with hard chrome snake intermediates
• Clear ‘Pearl Grey’ blank with silver highlights
• Section line-up marks • Full ‘AAAA’ grade cork handle
• Supplied with cloth rod bag and a hard cloth covered
 Hardy rod tube • Refi ned middle-to-tip action

Length Rating Price
Jet 8ft #4 £349
Jet 9ft  #5 £379
Jet 9ft 6in #7 £379
Jet 10ft #4 £399 
Jet 10ft #7 £399
Jet 10ft #8 £399

Please enquire for availability of other models

Models currently in stock

NEW ENGLAND’S 
SURVIVOR 
LIFE JACKET
The new ‘Survivor’ range of life 
jackets has been developed to offer 
a quality life jacket at a budget price. 
The jacket is fully CE approved and 
offers 174 Newtons of buoyancy 
infl ating automatically within 3 
seconds of water immersion and 
will self-right an unconscious 
person even in a 3ft swell.

• Very lightweight
• Fully CE approved
• 174N buoyancy
• Available in olive green
• One size

Our price £69.99

ell.

n

In
Stock
Now

ULTRALITE SDS

Ultralite SDS 8000 £345
Ultralite SDS 10000 £375
Ultralite SDS 12000 £396

GREYS STRATA 
CT WADERS
WITH 
CT BOOTS 
WORTH 
£89.99
ON THEIR
OWN

Sizes - M, L, XL, XXL

O/P £189.99

VISITVISIT
US ATUS AT

BRAND-NEWBRAND-NEW 
WEBSITE!WEBSITE!

walkersoftrowell.com

GREYS STRATA 
ALLWEATHER
TROUSERS

Sizes - M, L, XL, XXL

O/P £149.99

Designed to be worn with the All 
Weather Jacket or Wading Jacket, 
these trousers feature clever 
neoprene reinforcement to the seat 
and knees for boat angling. Cut 
high for warmth and protection in 
very bad weather; the braces are 
fully adjustable and removable. 
Highly durable and comfortable.

Length Rating Price
G4 PRO X 8ft #4 £379 
G4 PRO X 9ft #5 £389
G4 PRO X 10ft #7 £409.99
G4 PRO X 10ft #8 £409.99

Please ring for best price - 01159 301816

                                               Length    Rating       Price  
GLX Classic                             9ft            #6           £579
Stream Dance                      9ft 6in        #6           £649
NRX Distance                        10ft           #7        £909.99
GLX Roaring  River Switch   11ft           #8           £895
G4 Roaring  River Stinger     15ft       #10/11    £779.99

G-LOOMIS 
RODS

Please ring for best price - 01159 301816

HARDY
ULTRALITE
CADD
REELS

CADD 4000 wf5 +75 £229
CADD 5000  wf6 +80 £249
CADD 6000 wf7 +100 £249
CADD 7000 wf8 +115 £279 
CADD 8000 wf9 +150 £279
CADD 9000 wf10 + 150 £299
CADD 10000 wf10 + 240 £299
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